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SUBJECT: CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING FOR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF
APPLICATION NO. 111108, A PROPOSAL TO CONSTRUCT A CLUBHOUSE AT
THE LOS ALTOS ROD AND GUN CLUB

Members of the Board:

Application #111108 is a proposal to construct a clubhouse at the Los Altos Rod and Gun
Club, located at 14750 Skyline Boulevard. The 97.5-acre site is located on the west side of
Skyline Boulevard about 525 feet north of the access road to Castle Rock State Park. The
Club has existed on the subject property since 1955 and allows for 164 members. It was
established prior to County adoption of the Zoning Ordinance in 1958, and therefore a
Development Permit has not been issued for the use itself, although over the years a number
of Building Permits have been issued for constructing roofs over the shooting area and for
electrical upgrades. The use is an allowed use under the General Plan and zoning
designations of the site.

There are currently five buildings on the site: a registration/office building, a barn, a restroom
structure, an electrical/pump shed, and a storage shed; in addition to the semi-enclosed
shooting galleries. The area of all gun ranges totals about 10 acres or 440,000 square feet.
There are currently 70 parking spaces located on site.

The application to add a new one-story 3,262 square foot clubhouse and modify the parking
area to add 11 spaces was approved by the Zoning Administrator on November 18, 2011. As
allowed by Section 18.10.350 of the County Code, the application was subsequently called up
for Special Consideration by your Board due to concerns of neighbors regarding noise and
possible lead contamination associated with the Rod and Gun Club use.

The public hearing was opened by the Board of Supervisors on January 10,2012. Materials
related to the development application are available on the county's website, by clicking on the
Board of Supervisors January 10, 2012 Meeting Agenda Item Number 40. At the conclusion
of that meeting, the Board took action to continue the public hearing to its meeting of February
14,2012. After additional discussion of noise and contamination issues at that meeting, the
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Board again acted to continue the public hearing, to its meeting of May 8, 2012. On that May
8th date, it was reported that Environmental Health Services was continuing testing activities at
the site, and also that Gun Club representatives were engaged with this issue, and that Club
evaluation of noise concerns would occur after contamination issues were better understood.
Therefore, the Board of Supervisors again took action to continue the public hearing, to its
meeting of September 25, 2012. On that September 25th date, it was reported that
neighborhood and club representatives continued to meet and discuss possible methods of
addressing noise concerns. The Club indicated that it would take their noise consultant
several more months to evaluate suggestions made by surrounding residents and to finalize
the noise study. Therefore, the Board again took action to continue the public hearing, to this
date of January 15, 2013.

Additional information regarding the contamination and noise issues is reviewed below and
attached to this report. While progress has been made, staff is recommending yet another
continuance of this public hearing, to the meeting of March 19, 2013, with the hope that certain
measures can be incorporated into the project to address noise and contamination concerns.

Lead Contamination

Activities related to the issue of lead contamination; including testing, preparation of a health
risk assessment, and development of a remediation plan; are being overseen by the
Environmental Health Services (EHS). On December 11, 2012 EHS presented a Health Risk
Assessment and a Stormwater Environmental Action Plan to your Board. Because staff and
the various stakeholders needed additional time to review and evaluate these documents, EHS
was directed to return on today's agenda to allow for a more detailed discussion regarding
these documents. A report regarding this issue prepared by EHS staff appears as a separate
item on today's agenda.

Noise

A meeting was convened on December 8, 2012 to discuss progress on the preparation of a
report to evaluate the noise environment in the vicinity of the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club.
Attendees included neighborhood representatives, the acoustical engineer retained by the gun
club, a member of the gun club Board of Directors, and Planning Department staff. While the
noise assessment had not yet been formally released, Jack Freytag, the author, stated that the
noise from the gunfire at the range does not exceed the standards set forth in the County
General Plan. Nevertheless, the neighbors still experience the noise as an irritant and the
remainder of the meeting was focused on options for reducing the impacts of this noise on
residents in the surrounding area. Subsequently, the consultant's work was finalized and
formally released, and the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club Shooting Noise Assessment and the
Noise Mitigation Measures Assessment were posted on the Planning Department website on
December 17, 2012; and are included as Attachments 1 and 2 to this report.

A range of options was discussed at the meeting, including a reduction in Sunday hours of
operation for the trap shooting range (the loudest source of noise at the gun club) and
reversing the direction of firing so that that noise from the muzzle blasts is directed away from
residential development. All attendees, including the author of the noise assessment, agreed
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that the most effective means of reducing noise for the surrounding neighbors would be to
reverse the firing direction at the range. However, the feasibility of this approach is uncertain
at this time, as the scope of work and associated costs are not known. The neighbors and gun
club representatives have agreed to work together to put together a preliminary plan and to
develop an estimate of the costs associated with reorienting the gun range.

In summary, the range of feasible options available for reducing the noise impacts from the
gun range on the neighbors are currently under discussion by the parties, through their
respective attorneys. These negotiations will require additional time to complete and the
Planning Department is recommending that this public hearing regarding the clubhouse
development permit application be continued in order to determine whether measures might be
incorporated into the proposal to reduce noise concerns related to activities on the site.

It is, therefore, RECOMMENDED that your Board continue the public hearing on the Special
Consideration of Application 111108 to the Board of Supervisors meeting of March 19, 2013.

SinCe,rj'

I( tf !l I1I/Ù~fv
Kathy M. Z~;~;Ch
Planning Director

SUSAN A. MAURIELLO
County Administrative Officer

Attachments:

1 . Los Altos Rod and Gun Club: Shooting Noise Assessment

2. Los Altos Rod and Gun Club: Shooting Noise Mitigation Measures Assessment
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Los Altos Rod and Gun Club: Shooting Noise Assessment

A technical assessment of noise exposure from the Gun Club ranges on local residences.

by

John C. Freytag, P.E., INCE Bd. Cert.
President, Freytag & Associates, LLC
2700 E. Mesquite Avenue, Suite D-21
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Prepared for: MICHEL & ASSOCIATES, P.e.
Attorneys at Law
180 E. Ocean Blvd., Suite 200
Long Beach, CA 90802
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Executive Summary

This report examines the firearm noise environment for residents in the vicinity of the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club

(LARGC, or the Gun Club). The purpose of this assessment is to determine if the Gun Club is a legally-compatible

land use considering the small community that has become established and grown around the LARGC since its
inception. This study comprises:

. Review of written noise complaints (letters and emails) submitted by local residents to the Santa Cruz
County Planning Department.

. Review of the County Noise Ordinance! and Noise Element of the County General Plan.2

. Acoustical measurements within the Indian Rock Ranch development of reports from typical firearms used
at the Gun Club and the nearby Santa Clara County Peace Officers Association range (SCCPOA range).

. Computation of single event noise levels and noise exposure at complainant residences within and near the
Indian Rock Ranch development.

. Assessment of the noise levels and noise exposure with respect to the County ordinance and the general

plan.

. Review and assessment of a noise report prepared by Community Association for Life in the Mountains

(CALM), which represents local residents that have expressed noise complainants.

This report was prepared by John C. Freytag, P.E., INCE Bd. Cert., an acoustical consultant with more than thirty
years experience as an acoustical engineer. Mr. Freytag's resume is included herein as Appendix F. He completed
his acoustical studies with a Master of Science in Engineering from Stanford University, is a Registered Professional
Engineer, a Board Certified Member and past board member of the Institute of Noise Control Engineering, and has

served as Director for the two largest acoustical consulting firms in the U.S. He has extensive experience with
community noise conflicts (principally around airports), has prepared and/or revised more than forty city and county
Noise Elements throughout California, has testified extensively in state and federal courts, and has served on the
American National Standards (ANSI) committee on calculation of outdoor sound propagation. Mr. Freytag would
like to thank the Gun Club for their help in providing information for this assessment and for their participation in
meetings.

As described In Fundamentals of Community Noise,3 a variety of noise measures and metrics are available to
describe and assess community noise environments. While maximum sound levels are an important metric, the
number and duration of noise events are also important factors in predicting community annoyance. The most
common and widely-accepted noise assessment method is the DNL or CNEL method which expresses the sum total
energy over an average day in terms of a daily noise dose average. Therefore, the CNEL method, adopted by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the State of California and Santa Cruz County, is the primary descriptor
used in this report to assess noise exposure from the Gun Club. Because the County noise element of the general
plan applies only to new projects, no noise criteria are applicable to the existing Gun Club operation. Nonetheless,
CNEL/DNL noise exposure from LARGC operations was computed per the County noise element of the general
plan and assessed as though the Gun Club were a new operation.

i Santa Cruz County Code, Chapter 8.30, '8.30.010 Curfew-Offensive Noise, Appendix B.
2 Santa Cruz County General Plan, Chpt. 6, Public Safety and Noise, '6.9.1 Land Use Compatibility Guidelines',

Appendix B.
3 Appendix A.
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The acoustical measurements recorded Sound Exposure Levels (single event or SEL values) between 35 dB and
52 dB at a trap range sightline location 1,594 meters (one mile) from the Gun Club. Average annual shooting
activity produces a CNEL value of 44 dB at this measurement location. This sound level is well below the strictest
noise element CNEL requirements from the County general plan of 60 dB. CNEL daily-average values computed
for six other nearby complainant locations varied between 32 dB and 46 dB, all of the results are also well below the

County's 60-dB guideline sound leveL. Other County sound level standards (maximum sound levels and hourly
noise levels) were computed for all locations, showing that the Gun Club complies with all County general plan
noise guidelines. Indeed, the Gun Club is acoustically compatible with the surrounding land use; according to Santa
Cruz County noise criteria, even if it were applying for a new operational permit.

Noise Annoyance and Community Noise Standards

Noise annoyance research began in earnest in the 1960's in the U.S. and Europe with various community noise
monitoring surveys and attendant social surveys to correlate human response to various degrees of noise exposure.
These were analyzed, reviewed and assimilated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of Noise
Control and published in their landmark Levels Document 4 That document set the standard for all subsequent noise
annoyance assessment in the U.S. and established 'Day-night average sound level' (DNL, symbol Ldn) as the
standard metric for community noise assessment; it is used by all U.S. government agencies at all levels and
internationally as welL. California actually adopted a nearly identical standard, 'Community Noise Equivalent
Level' (CNEL) a year earlier and has retained its use; it is accepted at par with DNL by the EPA and all other
government agencies. These measures are average daily noise doses, penalizing nighttime noise, expressed as an
average sound level (by simply dividing the total noise dose by 24 hours per day).

Much noise annoyance research has been undertaken since the Levels Document, principally published in a report
on airport noise by the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise.5 This document reviewed the original relationship

between DNL and 'percent of the population highly annoyed', and reevaluated the results with later surveys. The
result of this analysis is shown in Table A.

Table A - Percent of Population Highly Annoyed At Various DNL Noise Exposure Levels

DNL Percent Population
(dB) Hil!hlv Annoved
30 0.2
40 0.6
50 2.1

60 7.5

70 23.3
80 53.3
90 81.0
100 94.1

4 THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY OFFICE OF NOISE ABATEMENT AND

CONTROL, INF ORM A TION ON LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE REQUISITE TO
PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE WITH AN ADEQUATE MARGIN OF SAFETY, March 1974.
5 Federal Interagency Committee on Noise, FEDERAL AGENCY REVIEW OF SELECTED AIRPORT NOISE

ANALYSIS ISSUES, August 1992.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 3
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The Table A values are a compilation of results from dozens of noise surveys conducted in the U. S. and Europe.
While the results are the average of all studies, there is considerable variation among the individual studies; some
communities were more sensitive to noise while some were less sensitive. Subsequent studies have shown that
community response to noise is affected by a variety of factors including a) the background noise environment, b)
age ofthe respondents, c) community affuence, and d) opinions and prejudices concerning the propriety of the noise

source. Community response to noise is always a statistical phenomenon whereby there will always remain some
fraction of the population adversely affected by noise at any level, and some percent of the population unconcerned
with noise even at high levels. There does not exist any threshold noise level where everyone is satisfied.

Additionally, individuals are affected differently by the character of the individual noise environment. Sound
environment properties such as loudness, sharpness, fluctuation strength, roughness, impulsiveness and tonality are
known to affect each of us differently. Some individuals are more satisfied with a noise environment if there are
considerable periods of relief, while others prefer a continuous reduced noise leveL. These factors are not included
in the CNEL descriptor because of complexity and because they are known to differ widely among individuals_

Santa Cruz County regulates noise through its Noise Ordinance, which prohibits "offensive noise" but defines that
term subjectively, and through its General Plan Noise Element, which contains measurable criteria to be applied to
new development. The California Governor's Offce of Planning and Research (OPR) has published guidelines to be

considered by California cities and counties in preparing their general plans; these include guidelines for the noise
element.6 These guidelines contain the same CNEL chart and criteria as that included in the Santa Cruz County
noise elemene, as do almost all noise elements for cities and counties throughout California. However, Santa Cruz
County has further added three additional noise criteria to the General Plan noise element: maximum A-weighted

sound level (measured with both fast and slow response) and hourly noise leveL. The County Noise Ordinance does
not apply to LARGC noise because it only regulates nighttime noise when the Gun Club is always closed to
shooting.

Background

LARGC, a non-profit corporation, was established II 1955 at a secluded location in the Santa Cruz mountains.
Since that time, there has been some low-density residential development in the area, most notably in and around the
Indian Rock Ranch development beginning a mile northwest of the Gun Club. The LARGC is open to members and
the public Thursdays through Sundays from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (9:00 am to 4:00 pm during winter), and open to
members only during these same hours Mondays through Wednesdays. No shooting is allowed outside these hours.
The Gun Club has five active ranges (shown in Figure I), each managed by a trained range officer, which include a
25-yard pistol range, a 40-yard, a 50-yard and a I OO-yard rifle and/or pistol ranges, and a trap range used for shotgun

target shooting of clay pigeons.

According to the Gun Club's legal counsel, the Gun Club's current use is grand fathered in because it was

established long before the current zoning was enacted. Further, California law also protects established shooting
ranges from lawsuits over noise complaints. Therefore, the noise emanating from the Gun Club does not violate any
state or county laws. This report takes no position on whether legal counsel's analysis is correct, and independently
evaluates the noise at LARGC as though the Gun Club was not grand fathered in under any County laws, or covered

under any range protection laws.

6 Governor's Offce of Planning and Research, General Plan Guidelines, October 2003.

- Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 4
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Figure 1 - Layout of the Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Shooting Ranges

On a busy weekend day more than 20,000 total rounds may be fired from these shooting ranges, though the annual
daily average is about one third of that number. Table B is a tabulation of the specific shooting activity for average
annual daily activity from each of the five ranges. Appendix G lists the average daily number of rounds fired from
each specific type of firearm.

Table B - Firearm Types and Rounds Fired on an Average Annual Day

Rounds
Ranl!e per Dav

Pistol 2,153

40 Yd. Tin Can 1,871

50 Yd. Rifle 1,224

100 Yd. Rille 537

Manual Trap 930

Totals 6,715

Besides the LARGC there is another shooting range in the area. The Santa Clara County Peace Officers Association
range (SCCPOA range) is located across Skyline Boulevard approximately one half mile northeast of the LARGe.
The amount of shooting and types of firearms used at the SCCPOA range is unknown, making it impossible to
compute the CNEL noise contribution to outlying areas. However, as a police range it not limited to daytime use,
and full automatic firing or use of 50-caliber firearms is not prohibited for law enforcement. Also, shooting from
private property in the surrounding area is often heard at the Gun Club.

The Indian Rock Ranch development, consisting of approximately 50 residences, is centered about 1500 meters

(approximately a mile) northwest of the LARGC and about 2000 meters (about one and a third mile) west-northwest
of the SCCPOA range. Figure 2 shows the location of the two ranges, sensitive neighbors and our acoustical
measurement location.

A total of 21 complainant letters or emails were submitted to the Planning Department and/or the County Board of
Supervisors. Of these, 14 are in the immediate area with locations shown in Figure 2, three are out of the area, and
four did not identify their location in their correspondence. None of the correspondence mentioned the SCCPOA
range. Most of the complainants mentioned general annoyance from firearm noise, some mentioned reduced

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 5
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propert value concerns, several felt that the Gun Club is an incompatible use, some believe that there has been

much more shooting in recent years, several stated that the Gun Club was polluting, and some were generally
disparaging about firearm possession in general. Generally, complaints reflected quality of life issues. Additionally,
some reported activity that does not occur at the Gun Club: use of fully automatic firearms and 50-caliber rifles,
nighttime shooting. Appendix B lists the complainant locations.

Noise Policy and Regulations

Santa Cruz County is the local agency for the unincorporated area around the Gun Club. Noise within the County is
addressed in the County Noise Ordinance and the Noise Element of the County General Plan. The noise ordinance

does not apply to the Gun Club, as it prohibits only nighttime (10:00 pm to 8:00 am) "offensive" noise, at which
time there is strictly no shooting at the Gun Club.

The Noise Element of the General Plan specifies four criteria for residential land use: 1) a maximum CNEL of
60 dB for normally compatible residential land use (the most stringent of four land use categories); 2) a maximum
hourly noise level of 50 dB; 3) a maximum RMS Fast noise level of 70 dB, and; 4) a maximum RMS Slow noise
level of 65 dB.7 Nearly all California cities and counties have similar guidelines. However, those for Santa Cruz
County are significantly stricter than those recommended in OPR's General Plan Guidelines document and those
adopted by other cities and counties throughout the State. Specifically, hourly noise levels and maximum noise
levels are not regulated in other California noise elements. Santa Cruz County's maximum levels are unrealistically
low since normal speech is 65 dB at the listener. Everyday neighborhood activities far exceed these maximum
limits at virtually every residence. Backing a car from a driveway, children playing, a barking dog, lawn and garden
care, any use of power tools, talking to neighbor over a fence, etc. all exceed these sounds levels at the neighbor's
property line. Likewise, the hourly noise level limits are so low that they are exceeded daily at most residences

throughout the County.

No local, state, national or international standards have been established for shooting ranges. As such they are
subject to the prevailing local ordinance and guidelines as other noise sources. The National Rifle Association

(NR)8, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)9 and the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF)lo,
however, have design recommendations for shooting ranges to control noise. Principally, it is recommended that no
new outdoor ranges be established within one mile of residential areas for daytime use. LARGC is in compliance
with these recommended guidelines.

Acoustical Measurements and Modeling

On Monday, June 11, acoustical measurements were conducted at the LARGC and the SCCPOA range sound source
locations, and simultaneously on a hilltop adjacent a residence location within Indian Rock Ranch (tat/long:
37.249°; -122.120°). This test residence location has no terrain or manmade features between it and the trap range
to attenuate sound (i.e., direct sightline to the trap range).The trap range is the only range visible from any residence.
Engineers from Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc., a San Francisco-based acoustical consulting firm, performed the
measurements. Measurements were conducted between 9:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. in low wind (tess than 3 knots)
conditions with the air temperature between 60°F and 65°F. Results from the acoustical testing program were used
to predict the CNEL noise exposure at the complainant locations listed in Appendix B.

7 Figure 6-2 of the noise element is in error. Footnotes (2) and (3) are transposed. A time constant is not required
for hourly noise level is independent of measurement time constant.
8 National Rifle Association, 'The Range Source Book - A Guide to Planning and Construction', January 2004.
9 Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Shooting Ranges and Sound, undated ("RCMP Report").
10 National Shooting Sports Foundation, "Environmental Aspects of 

Construction and Management of Outdoor
Shooting Ranges", 1997.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 6
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All measurements were made with calibrated digital programmable sound level meters operating to ANSI S1.4
standards for Type 1 meters, and measurements were made according to national standards. i i The meters were set

to record the sound level every 125 msec (125 milliseconds or 1/8 second) at all locations. The Sound Exposure
Levels (SEL values), necessary for computing the CNEL, were calculated directly from the measurements. The A-
weighted maximum levels on both RMS slow and RMS fast responses were measured directly and concurrently on
the same sound level meters. In addition to the A-weighted values, the meters also recorded the sound pressure
levels in one-third octave bands over the audible hearing range (25 Hz through 20 kHz).

At the LARGC each of the firearms typically used at the range (see Table B) were fired twice. Two measurements
were made for each firing: one in the nearfield approximately 10 m from the muzzle off-axis, and one in the far field
at the test residence. The nearfield results were used to determine the sound power of each gunshot at the muzzle,
and the far field results were used to determine the total sound attenuation from the muzzle to the receiver location.
Computation results are shown in Appendix E enabling a technical audit of our measurements, predictions, results
and conclusions.

All muzzle locations, nearfield measurement locations, far field measurement location and community complainant
residence locations were identified by their latitude and longitude coordinates. This was done by global positioning
system (GPS) measurement, and/or verification by coordinate location from the Google Earth website. Distances
and bearings (direction from source to receiver) was determined by computation between coordinate locations.
Results are included in Appendix D.

Firearms do not emit equal sound energy in all directions but, rather, have a directivity propert. Sound is loudest
on-axis (directly ahead) with the muzzle and quietest directly behind the firearm; the directivity plot is also shown in
an excerpt from the RCMP report contained in Appendix D. The measured angle between the direction of fire and
the nearfield measurement location was used to correct for directivity to determine the sound power of each firearm
on-axis.

Next the total noise attenuation from each firearm to the test residence location was examined. Noise attenuation
occurs from three factors:

. Inverse square law - From a point noise source, such as a muzzle blast, sound attenuates by 6 dB for each

doubling of distance. This occurs equally for all sound frequencies.

. Excess (or anomalous) attenuation -- This is a combination of three factors: air absorption, atmospheric
refraction and ground absorption. While methods exist to predict the effects of each, they are most
effectively measured together because the parameters required for computation are seldom available.
Sound absorption in the atmosphere increases dramatically in the higher frequencies; typically from 0.03
dB/lOO m at 63 Hz, to 4.5 dB/lOO m at 8k Hz; these parameters also vary with temperature and humidity.
Atmospheric refraction is the phenomenon of sound waves changing speed during propagation through the
atmosphere. This refraction generally increases attenuation because sound waves are bent upward by
cooler air over warmer air below; like air absorption, this phenomenon is much greater at higher
frequencies but is seldom computed due to the lack of low level temperature gradient data. The third
excess attenuation factor is ground absorption caused by sound interaction with elements on the ground,
typically various types of foliage. Further, local wind conditions and temperature have a considerable
effect on sound propagation, and conditions often change rapidly. Excess attenuation is known to vary
from moment to moment at large distances from changes in atmospheric conditions.

11 American National Standards Institute, ANSI S i 2.9, 'Quantities and procedures for description and measurement

of environmental sound. Part 3: Short-term measurements with an observer present'.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 7
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. Barrier attenuation - Sound is attenuated by interposed structure or terrain, such as by sound walls along

freeways. For these analyses, only natural terrain barriers were considered. A hilltop location will sustain
a louder sound than will a canyon location at the same distance from the sound source because of the
diffraction effects of the terrain barrier. Like excess attenuation, barrier attenuation is greater in the higher
frequencies.

For the test residence, measured sound exposure level was subtracted from that computed from the inverse square
law (applying the appropriate directivity correction) to determine the total excess attenuation at the measurement
distance (1594 m). The attenuation per 100 m was then computed for each firearm, because it is dependent upon the
sound spectrum of each; results varied from 0.6 dB/lOO m, to 1.1 dB/lOO m. These excess attenuation rates were
then applied for the subsequent noise exposure computations for other residences in the area (see Appendix D).

The CNEL noise exposure at each of six complainant residences and the far field test residence (shown in red),
shown in Figure 2, was then computed from the sound power of each firearm, the average daily number of rounds
fired by each, the range location coordinates, the receiver location coordinates, computed source-to-receiver

distance, firearm directivity, inverse square law attenuation, excess attenuation and barrier attenuation. Sample
measurement data and all computation values and results are shown in Appendix E. A similar procedure was used
for the maximum A-weighted values and hourly noise levels, and results were compared with the County Noise
Element requirements.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 8
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Figure 2 - Shooting Ranges, Measurement Location, Prediction Locations and Complainant Locations

Table C is a summary of the measurements and monitoring results, along with the County Noise Element
requirements for the test residence and six complainant residences distributed over the general complaint area.

Table C - Summary Noise Exposure Results and County Criteria

Location
CNEL (dB) Hourly Noise Level (dB) MXAL,ln_ MXALfa"

Actual County Actual County Actual County Actual County

Test residence 44 60 48 50 49 65 52 70

Location P 25 60 29 50 31 65 31 70

Location B 32 60 36 50 38 65 38 70

Location K 46 60 50 50 51 65 54 70

Location D 46 60 50 50 51 65 54 70

Location 0 40 60 44 50 45 65 45 70

Location N 39 60 42 50 51 65 45 70

Table C clear shows that existing noise exposure to all complainant residential locations is below the County
requirements for new projects for all four noise criteria, and generally by a considerable margin.

It was not possible to determine the CNEL exposure from the SCCPOA (police) range because the type of firearms,

amount of shooting and the volume of daytime/evening/nighttime shooting is unknown. However, two firearms, a
.40 S& W pistol and a .30-06 Springfield rifle, were fired and the shots measured concurrently with the Gun Club
measurements at the Indian Rock Ranch development receiver location. The firearm shots at the receiver location,
2152 meters away, were barely audible (~ 35 dB) since they were near the background noise level in the area.
However, the SCCPOA range is much closer to residential locations 0 (1384 m) and I (739 m).

The same prediction method used for the six locations from the Gun Club was used to predict single events from the
two firearms at these locations. Table D presents the results of this prediction along with a comparison of single
shots from the loudest firearms typically used at the Gun Club. It is clear that at residential Location P the SCCPOA
range produces single event noise levels about 6 dB higher than those from the same firearms at the Gun Club range.
However, at Location 0 the SCCPOA range produces single event levels about 3 dB quieter than those from the
Gun Club range.

Table D - Comparison of Single Eyent Levels (SEL values) from the Gun Club and Peace Offcers Ranges

Firearm Location P Location 0

LARGC SCCPOA LARGC SCCPOA

44 mag 48 dB 49 dB 52 dB 54 dB

30-06 40 dB 41 dB 44 dB 46 dB

20 gao 57 dB 58 dB 61 dB 63 dB

Table E shows the relative contribution of the pistol, rifle and trap range operations from the Gun Club.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 9
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Table E - Relative CNEL Noise Exposure Contribution of Pistols, Rifles and Shotguns (dB)

Location
lJnmitil!ated CNEL

Pistol Rifles Trap Total

Test Res. 35 33 43 44

Loc. P 15 13 25 25

Loc. B 23 20 32 32

Loc. K 36 35 45 46

Loc.D 36 34 45 46

Loc.O 31 30 39 40

Loc. N 32 31 39 39

Conclusion

In conclusion, the LARGC is in compliance with all County noise standards, specifically the Noise Element of the
General Plan and the County Noise Ordinance. LARGC also complies with the California state Offce of Planning
and Research Noise Guidelines. The State has provided a reasonable noise buffer zone between the LARGC ranges
and the impending residential community when they annexed the adjacent land for Castle Rock State Park.
Accordingly, the nearest residences to the LARGC ranges, almost a full mile away, are well beyond the minimum
buffer distances recommended in the various range design documents.

This report has been prepared under the assumption that the LARGC was not grand fathered under the County

zoning ordinance and so is subject to the requirements of the general plan and the noise ordinance, as if the Gun
Club were submitting an original application for an entirely new operation. The Noise Element of the General Plan

may be enforced only for new projects, which the Clubhouse is but the range itself is not. Nonetheless, this noise
assessment is made to assess compliance with the County noise element as though it were a newly proposed project
and these regulations applied.

According to the Gun Club's legal counsel, the Gun Club's current use is grandfathered in because it was
established long before the current zoning was enacted. Further, California law protects established shooting ranges
from lawsuits over noise complaints. Therefore the Club is not violating any state or local laws via noise from its
shooting activities. This report take no position on whether legal counsel's analysis is correct, and independently
evaluates the noise at LARGC as though the Gun Club was not grand fathered in under any County laws, or covered
under any range protection laws.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 10
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Appendix A

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF COMMUNITY NOISE
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Introduction and Acoustic Fundamentals

Airborne sound is a rapid fluctuation of air pressure and local air velocity. Sound has properties of both fluids and
waves. It propagates outward from its source at high speed, bends around interposing structures, is partially reflected
and partially absorbed by incident surfaces, and radiates through structures which attenuate (i.e., reduce) the
transmitted sound. In the atmosphere it radiates outward from its source attenuating first by 6 dB per distance
doubling, and then further by air absorption, refraction in the atmosphere, and by diffraction around interposing
elements. The total sound power of a sound source is given in units of Bels; sound pressure levels at some distance
from the sound source are expressed in decibels. Three subjective aspects of noise are important.

. Level (i.e., magnitude or loudness) of the sound

. The frequency composition or spectrum of the sound

. The variation in sound level with tie

Sound Perception and Combination of Sound Levels

Sound is perceived in a very complex fashion by the human ear, as we detect and assimilate sound level, sound
frequency, and sound variation over time. Sound levels are measured and expressed in decibels (dB) with 0 dB
roughly equal to that level at the threshold of hearing. Sound is a measure of the pressure fluctuations per second,
measured in units of hertz (Hz). Most sounds do not consist of a single frequency, but are comprised of a broad band
of frequencies differing in leveL. The characterization of sound level magnitude with respect to frequency is the
sound spectrum. Figure Al depicts the audible of range of sound spectra for various types of sounds.

Figure Al Range of Sound Spectra

SPL dB

Pot.ntlal ...mg O.miig.

10

20 200

FreQueney Hz
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Changes in sound level and combination of sound levels is non-linear and do not behave as most other physical
phenomena. Because the level and frequency of sound is perceived in a non-linear way, the decibel scale is used to
describe sound levels; the frequency scale is also measured in logarithmic increments. Decibels, measuring sound
energy, combine logarithmically. A doubling of sound energy (for instance, from two identical automobiles passing
simultaneously) creates a 3-dB increase; the resultant sound level is the sound level from a single passing

automobile plus 3 dB. It would take ten identical cars passing by simultaneously to be judged as twice as loud as the
single car pass-by, though this would be a tenfold, or 10 dB, increase in perceived sound leveL. The rules and

examples for decibel addition used in community noise prediction are given in table AI.

Table Al Decibel Addition Used in Community Noise Assessment and Prediction

Difference in two
sound levels

a - i dB Highest + 3 dB 86 dB 87 dB 90 dB

2 - 4 dB Highest + 2 dB 84 dB 87 dB 89 dB

5 - 9 dB Highest + i dB 80 dB 87 dB 88 dB

:; 9 dB Highest 77 dB 87 dB 87 dB

Subjective Response to Noise

The effects of noise on people can be classified into three general categories:

. Interference with activities such as speech, sleep, and learning

. Physiological effects such as anxiety or hearing loss

. Subjective effects of annoyance, nuisance, and dissatisfaction

No universal measure for the subjective effects of noise has been developed, nor does a measure exist, for human
reactions from noise annoyance. This is primarily due to the wide variation of individual attitude regarding noise
sources. For aircraft noise, typical reactions vary from annoyance to anxiety to fear. The same range of reactions
may be expected from gunfire.

An important factor in assessing a person's subjective reaction is to compare the new noise environment to the prior
noise environment. In general, the more a new noise exceeds the prior, the less acceptable it is. Therefore, a new
noise source will be judged more annoying in a quiet area than it would be in a noisier location. There are two types
of noise impact:

. Absolute impacts whereby noise level or noise exposure exceeds a specified numerical standard

. Relative impacts whereby noise level or noise exposure increases by a specified value

Changes in the noise environment cause a relative impact; the magnitude of a noise environment causes an absolute
impact. Most people acclimate somewhat to their noise environment.

Frequency Weighting

Many rating methods exist to analyze sound of different spectra. The simplest method, A-weighting, is generally
used so measurements may be made and noise impacts readily assessed using basic acoustical instrumentation. This
method evaluates audible frequencies by using a single weighting filter which progressively de-emphasizes

frequency components below 1000 Hz and above 5000 Hz to match the frequency chracteristics of the human ear.
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This frequency bias reflects the relative decreased human sensitivity to low frequencies and to extreme high
frequencies. This weighting is called A-weighting and is applied by an electrical filter in all U.S. and international
standard sound level meters. Figure A2 shows the A-weighting network.

Figure A2 A-Weighted Network

SPL dB

A

"'-'--:~
2:0

FreQu.riçlt Hi:

Table A2 gives some typical A-weighted sound levels.'

Table A2 Typical Sound Pressure Levels Encountered in Daily Life

Sound Pressure Level
140
120
ioa
80
70
60
34
20

Description of Sound Source
Jet engine (at 100ft.)
Hard rock band (electronically amplified)
Crowd noise at football game
Ringing alarm clock (at 2 ft.)
8-757 aircraft cabin in flight
Conversational speech

Soft whisper (at 5 ft.)
Rustling leaves

Subjective Evaluation
Deafening
Onset of pain
Very loud
Very loud
Loud
Moderate
Faint
Very faint

Noise Exposure

"Noise exposure" refers to a measure of noise over a period of time, whereas "noise level" is a value at an instant in
time. Although a single sound level may adequately describe the noise at any instant in time, airport and other
community noise levels vary continuously. Most community noise is produced by many noise sources, which create
a relatively steady background noise that has no identifiable source. These sources change gradually throughout the
day and include traffc, wind through foliage, and distant industrial activities. Superimposed on this slowly varying
background is a succession of identifiable noise events of brief duration. These include nearby activities such as
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single vehicle pass-bys or aircraft flyovers which cause the community noise level to vary from instant to instant.
This fluctuating series of noise levels combines to form the noise exposure profile of a community.

For purposes of quantifying noise that varies over a period of time, a standard term, "equivalent sound level," has
been adopted in the U.S. and internationally.II'1I1 Equivalent sound level is a single number and is typically referenced
by the symbol "Leq." Equivalent sound level is an energy average that takes varying sound levels of a time period
and describes them as one constant noise level (i.e., the total sound energy divided by the duration). It is a
construction of that constant sound level containing the same acoustic energy as the varying sound level during the
same time period.

Discrete short duration transient noise events, such as gunshots, may be described by their maximum A-weighted
noise level or by their sound exposure level (SEL).'v Three national and international standards exist for measuring
maximum sound levels: RMS Slow, RMS Fast and Impulse. RMS Slow and Fast average the sound level over 1
second and 1/8 second (125 msec) respectively; impulse maximum levels employ nearly zero averaging. Maximum
levels are often specified in noise ordinances since they may be measured with low cost sound level meters; impulse
sound is seldom used except in certain industrial applications where certain equipment (mostly punch presses) my
produce damaging sound levels not otherwise detected.

The SEL value is preferred over maximum noise levels in defining individual events because measured results may
be more reliably repeated, and because the duration of the transient event is incorporated into the measure (thereby
better relating to subjective response). Maximum levels of transient events vary with instantaneous propagation,
measurement system time constant, and receiver conditions, while a total energy measure, like SEL, is more stable.
The SEL of a transient event is a measure of the acoustic energy normalized to a constant duration of one second.
The SEL differs from the Leq in that SEL is the constant sound level containing the same acoustic energy as a one-
second event, whereas the Leq is the constant sound level containing the same acoustic energy over the entire
measurement period. The SEL may be considered identical to the California standard Single Event Noise Exposure
Level (i.e., SENEL).v Figure A3 depicts how SEL is computed.

Figure A3 Sound Exposure Level

.l
~

l
'l

TIME '"

"""'
.e

1

SEL values may be summed on an energy basis to compute Leq values over any period of time. This is useful for
modeling noise in areas exposed to numerous transient noise events, such as communities around airports. Hourly
Leq values are called Hourly Noise Levels (HNL values).

In determining the daily measure of community noise, it is important to account for the difference in human
response to daytime and nighttime noise. During the nighttime people are more often at home and exterior
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background noise levels are generally lower than in the daytime, which causes exterior noise intrusions to become
more noticeable. For these reasons, most people are more sensitive to noise at night than during the day.

To account for human sensitivity to nighttime noise, the day-night average sound level (DNL, symbol Ldn VI)

descriptor is a U.S. and international standard adopted by the Environmental Protection Agency in 1974, which
describes community noise exposure from all sources. The DNL represents the 24-hour, A-weighted equivalent
sound level with a 10 dB penalty added for nighttime noise, between i 0:00 pm and 7:00 am. The Federal Aviation
Administration has officially employed DNL as its standard since 198 i.

In California, the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL Vl1) has been the adopted standard since 1972. DNL
and CNEL are typically computed by energy summation of HN values, with the proper adjustment applied for the
period of evening or night. The CNEL is computed identically to the DNL but with a tripling of the evening (i.e.,
7:00 pm to 10:00 pm) noise.viii The CNEL value is typically less than 1 dB above the DNL value. Since DNL and
CNEL are so similar that all regulations are applied the same to both; only DNL will be referenced throughout these
Guidelines with the understanding that CNEL is accepted identically in California. Noise exposure measures such as
Leq, SEL, HNL, DNL, and CNEL are all A-weighted with units expressed in decibels (i.e., dB). Figure A4 depicts
the adjustments made to DNL and CNEL for the various periods of the day.

Figure A4 Hourly Noise Levels and Annual Metrics

Leyel

i Royal Canadian Mounted Police, "Shooting Ranges and Sound", Table 2, 2007.

"American National Standards Institute (ANSI), ANSI S 1.8, American National Standard Reference Quantities for Acoustical
LevelJ
il International Organization for Standardization, ISO 1996-1:2003, Acoustics - Description, measurement and assesment of

environmental noise - Part 1: BaJic quantitieJ and assessment procedureJ.

" See note 1.
v California Code of Regulations, 21 C:CR Title 21.
vi See note 1.
V" See note 4.
vu, 5 dB is often shown for simplicity but the accurate formula is 10*log 3 = 4.8 dB.
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Appendix B

List of community complainant locations
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Map Address Mapped Latitude Longitude 0215

A 12344 First Fork Rd., LG Y 37.254 -122.122
B 12326 Footpath Trail, LG Y 37.250 -122.129
0 13560 Indian Rock Way, LG Y 37.248 -122.120
E 13564 Indian Rock Way, LG Y 37.248 -122.118
F 12306 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.251 -122.125
G 12323 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.247 -122.124
H 12346 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.248 -122.126
I 13441 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.246 -122.125
J 13456 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.245 -122.127
K 13525 Indian Trail Rd., LG Y 37.245 -122.123
L 14004 Madrone PI., LG Y 37.247 -122.129
N 13745 Skyline Blvd., LG Y 37.245 -122.105
0 13847 Skyline Blvd., LG Y 37.247 -122.112
P 295 Snow Crest Rd., LG Y 37.257 -122.122
Q 14229 Trails End Rd., LG Y 37.250 -122.121

(about 5 miles from the Club) N

12320 Skyline, Blvd., LG N 37.251 -122.121
P. O. Box 434. Saratoga N

(Indian Rock Ranch) N
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY NOISE ORDINANCE AND NOISE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
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Santa Cruz County Noise Ordinance

Chapter 8.30

NOISE

Sections:

Curfew-Offensive noise.

Subsequent offense within forty-eight hours.

Exceptions.

8.30.010 Curfew-Offensive noise.
A. No persons shall, between the hours often pm. and eight am, make, cause, suffer, or permit to be

made any offensive noise:

1. Which is made within one hundred feet of any building or place regularly used for sleeping

purposes; or

2. Which disturbs any person of ordinary sensitivities within his or her place of residence.

B. "Offensive noise" means any noise which is loud, boisterous, irritating, penetrating, or unusual, or

that is unreasonably distracting in any other manner such that it is likely to disturb people of ordinary

sensitivities in the vicinity of such noise, and includes, but is not limited to, noise made by an individual

alone or by a group of people en gaged in any business, meeting, gathering, game, dance, or
amusement, or by any appliance, contrivance, device, structure, construction, ride, machine, implement,

instrument or vehicle. (Ord. 4001 § 1 (part), 1989)

8.30.020 Subsequent offense within fort-eight hours.
Any person who violates any section of this chapter and is cited for such a violation, and who within forty-

eight hours after receiving such a citation again violates the same section, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A

person is cited for a violation when he or she is issued and signs an infraction or misdemeanor citation, or

when he or she is arrested and booked, or when a complaint is filed and the person is notified of the filing

of such a complaint. (Ord. 4001 § 1 (part), 1989)

8.30.030 Exceptions.
A. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any noise from any specific type of activity for which

special noise regulations are provided by any other provision of the county code.

B. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any noise caused by farming operations carried out

on any land designated within the Santa Cruz County General Plan for commercial agricultural use. (Ord.

4001 § 1 (part), 1989)

1
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Noise Element of the Santa Cruz County General Plan

NOISE

Objective 6.9a Noise Environment

To promote land uses which are compatible with each other and with the
existing and future noise environment. Prevent new noise sources from
increasing the existing noise levels above acceptable standards and eliminate
or reduce noise hom existing objectionable noise sources.

Objective 6.9b Noise Element

To educate and assist the residents of Santa Cruz County in the meaning and use
of this noise element.

Policies

6.9.1 Land Use Compatibility Guidelines
Require new development to contì)lm with the Land Use Compatibility
Guidelines (rïgure 6-1). All new residential and noise sensitive land developments
should conform to a noise exposure standard of 60dBLdn (day/night average noise
level) for outdoor use and 45dBLdn for indoor use_ New development otland which
cannot be made to conform to this standard shall not be permitted. Assure a
compatible noise environment for various land uses through site planning, building
orientation and design. interior layout. and
physical barriers, landscaping, and buffer areas where appropriate.

ATrACHM~NT 1
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LAND USE CATEGORY

Residential, Hotels, and Motels

Outdoor Sports and Recreation,
Neighborhood Parks and
Playgrounds
Schools, Libraries, Museums,
Hospitals, Personal Care,
Meeting Halls, Churches

Offce Buildings, Business
Commercial, and Professional

Auditoriums, Concert Halls,
Amphitheaters

Industrial, Manufacturing,
i Utilities, and Agriculture

1
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NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE
Specilìed land use is satisfactory, based upon the assumption that any buildings involved are of normal conventional
construction, without any special noise insulation requirements.

CONDITIONAllY ACCEPTABLE
Specified land use may be permitted only after detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements and needed noise
insulation features included in the design.

UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should generally not be undertaken because mitigation is usually not feasible to comply
with noise element policies.

Ldii '" Day/Night Average Sound Level

CNEL '" Community Noise Equivalent Level

44



6.9.2 Acoustical Studies

Require acoustical studies for all new residential development with a future Ldn
noise exposure greater than 60 dB. The studies shall satisfy the requirements
set forth in 'l'itle 24, Part 2 of the California Administrative Code, Noise
Insulation Standards. Require acoustical studies for all new projects which may
atlect the existing noise level and may not conform to the Land Use
Compatibility Guidelines in Figure 6-1.

6.93 Noise Sensitive Land Uses

Requi re new development of residential and other noise sensitive land uses,
where existing stationary noise sources such as a quarry exceed the standards of
Figure 6-2, to incorporate effective mitigation measures to reduce noise
exposure to or below the levels of Figure 6-2.

6.9.4 Commercial and Industrial Development

For all new commercial and industrial developments which would increase
noise levels above the maximum allowable standards of the Land Use
Compatibility Guidelines in Figure 6- I, or Figure 6-2, the best available control
technologies will be used to minimize noise levels. In no case shall the noise
levels exceed the standards of Figure 6-2.

6.9.5 Residential Development
Require that future residential development adjacent to the railroad tracks meet
both outdoor and indoor maximum noise level standards stated in the General
Plan and LCP Land Use Plan.

6.9.6 Vibrations from Rail

Evaluate vibrations from rail activities for future development within 200 feet ot
the railroad tracks as part otenvironmeiital review,

6.9.7 Construction Noise

Require mitigation of construction noise as a condition offuture project
approvals.

44
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"'~'l:.....6..2..... ....
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Daytime (5) Nighttme (2,5)

(7 PM to '10 PM) (10 PM to 7 AM)

Hourly Leq-average hourly noise level, dB (3) 50 45

Maximum Level, dB (3) 70 65

Maximum Level dB - Impulsive Noise (4) 65 60

db = decibel

(1) As determined at the property line of the receiving land use. When determining the effectiveness
of noise mitigation measures, the standards may be applied on the receptor side of noise
barriers or other property line noise mitigation measures.

(2) Applies only where the receiving land use operates or is occupied during nighttme hours.

(3) Sound level measurements shall be made with "slow" meter response.

(4) Sound level measurements shall be made with "fast" meter response.

(5) Allowable levels shall be raised to the ambient noise levels where the ambient levels exceed the
allowable levels. Allowable levels shall be reduced 5 dB if the ambient hourly Leg is at least 10
dB lower than the allowable leveL.

44



Programs

a. Review the Ground Transportation Noise Contours when the Circulation
Element is updated and the Airpoit Noise Contours when the Airport Master
Plans are updated and amend when necessary. (Responsibility: Planning
Department Planning Commission)

b. Work together with cities, transit authoiities, school districts, rest homes,
hospitals, and commercial and inc1ustrialuses to mitigate existing noise
problems. (Responsibility: Planning Department, Environmental Health)

c. Obtain and make available an educational brochure to inú)rm the public of
the general hazards of everyday noise, including the various sources inside
and outside of the horne, consumer advice regarding products, hearing
protection techniques, etc. (Responsibility: Planning Department, Office of
Consumer Affairs)

d. Consider establishing a Noise Abatement section in the Environmental

Health Services, the Planning Department or the Sheriffs Department to
facilitate enforcement of County noise control policies as well as
noise-related "nuisance" and "disturbing the peace" ordinances.
(Responsibility: Board of Supervisors)

e. Enforce the Santa Cruz County (Jff-road Vehicle ordinance either
through use of personnel or physical barriers. (Responsibility: Board of
Supervisors, Sheriff's Department)

f. Consider amending chapter 8.3 of Volume I ofthe Santa Cruz County Code
to limit the allowed hours of construction activities near residential areas.
(Responsibility: Board of Supervisors)

44
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Appendix D

Distance and Bearing Computation Results

Firearm Directivity

Measurement Data Analayses
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Calibration Measurement Location

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual ti Atten. Loss from Power Level CNEL or DNL

Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/lOO m) oise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
sEL (B) per Day sEL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE DI(') Dist. Atten. Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
38 1580

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 35 61. 12.3 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 35 61. 12.6 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 35 61. 12.9 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 135 1. 35 61. 17.3 0.0

45 cal Pistol 1309 309 0.8 35 61.7 12.0 0.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 35 61.7 10.1 0.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 34.5

40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE DI(') Dist. Atten. Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
37 1556

.22 LR 11.45 819 1.3 3.4 61.7 21.3 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 3.4 61. 12.6 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 3.4 61.7 12.9 0.0

.357 Pistol 1326 80 1. 3.4 61.7 17.3 0.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 54 0.8 3.4 61. 12.0 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 61 1.7 3.4 61. 26.2 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 3.4 61. 15.9 0.0

.30-06 13.16 152 1. 3.4 61. 210 0.0

40 Yard Rrge contributiT 30.6

50 YARD RIFLE RANGE DI(') Dist. Atten. Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
36 1531

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 3.3 61.7 21.3 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 3.3 61. 12.6 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 30 1.1 3.3 61.7 17.3 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 55 1.7 3.3 61. 26.2 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 3.3 61. 15.9 0.0

.30-06 13.16 41 1. 3.3 61. 21.0 0.0

50 Yard Rre Range contrrution 26.6

100 YARD RIFLE RANGE DI (' Dist. Atten. Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
35 1503

.22 LR 11.45 220 1.3 3.3 61.7 21. 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1.1 3.3 61. 17.3 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 9 1.7 3.3 61. 26.2 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 3.3 61. 15.9 0.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1. 3.3 61.7 21.0 0.0

100 Yard rfie Range contrbution 230

SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE DI (') Dist. Atten. Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
36 1488

20 Gauge I 13.95 I 590 I 0.7 3.3 61. 10.4 0.0

12 Gauge I 13.79 I 340 1. 3.3 61.7 18.7 0.0

Shotgun Range contribution 42.7

DNL or CNEL total 43.6

1,1.
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ATTACHM~NT 1

Location P -- 295 Snow Crest Road

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual Ii Atten. Insertion Loss from Power Level CNEL or DNL

Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/100m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
SEL (B) per Day SEL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
01 (') Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
27 2311

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 2.6 65.0 18.0 11.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 2.6 65.0 18.5 11.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 2.6 65.0 18.9 11.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 135 1. 2.6 65.0 25.2 11.0

45 cal Pistol 1309 309 0.8 2.6 65.0 17.6 11.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 2.6 65.0 14.8 11.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 15.4

01 (') Dist. Atten.
Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE

26 2291

.22 LR 11.45 819 1.3 2.5 65.0 31. 11.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 2.5 65.0 18.5 11.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 2.5 65.0 18.9 11.0

.357 Pistol 1326 80 1.1 2.5 65.0 25.2 11.0

45 cal Pistol 1309 54 0.8 2.5 65.0 17.6 11.0

7.62x39 13.02 61 1.7 2.5 65.0 38.3 11.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 2.5 65.0 23.2 11.0

.30-06 13.16 152 1. 2.5 65.0 30.7 11.0

40 Yard Rrge contributiT 10.9

01(') Dist. Atten.
Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.SO YARD RIFLE RANGE 25 2274

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 2.4 65.0 31. 11.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 2.4 65.0 18.5 11.0

.357 Pistol 1326 30 1. 2.4 65.0 25.2 11.0

7.62x39 1302 55 1.7 2.4 65.0 38.3 11.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 2.4 65.0 23.2 11.0

.30-06 1316 41 1. 2.4 65.0 30.7 11.0

SO Yard Rre Range contrrution 6.1

01 (') Dist. Atten.
Barr. Atten.100 YARD RIFLE RANGE

24 2253
Excess Atten.

.22 LR 11.45 220 1. 2.3 65.0 31.1 11.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1.1 2.3 65.0 25.2 11.0

7.62x39 13.02 9 1. 2.3 65.0 38.3 11.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 2.3 65.0 23.2 11.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1. 2.3 65.0 30.7 11.0

100 Yard rfie Range contfbution 1.9

01 (' Dist. Atten.
Barr. Atten.SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE Excess Atten.

22 2253

20 Gauge I 13.95 I 590 I 0.7 2.2 65.0 15.3 11.0

12 Gauge I 1379 I 340 I 1.2 2.2 65.0 27.3 11.0

Shotgun Range contribution 24.6

DNL or CNEL total 25.3

44
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Location B -- 12326 Footpath Trail

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual ti Atten. Insertion Loss from Power Level CNEL or DNL

Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/I00 m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
SEL(B) per Day SEL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
DI(') Dis!. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Aiien.
51 2190

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 4.9 64.5 17,0 3.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 4.9 64.5 17.5 3.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 4.9 64.5 17.9 3.0

,357 Pistol 13.26 135 1.1 4.9 64.5 23,9 3.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 309 0,8 4.9 64.5 16.6 3.0

.44 Mag Pistol 1338 15 0,6 4.9 64.5 14.0 3,0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 22.5

DI (' Dist. Allen.
40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE Excess Aiien. Barr. Aiien.

Sl 2160

.22 LR 11.45 819 1. 4,9 64.5 29.5 3.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 4.9 64.5 17.5 3.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 4,9 64.5 17,9 3.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 80 1. 4.9 64.5 23.9 3.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 54 0,8 4.9 64.5 16,6 3,0

7.62x39 1302 61 1. 4.9 64.5 36,3 3,0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 4.9 64.5 22.0 3,0

.30-06 13.16 152 1.3 4,9 64.5 29.1 3,0

40 Yard Rj"ge contributiT 18.0

DI (' Dist. Allen.
Barr. Atten.50 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Allen.

50 2126

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 4.8 64.5 29.5 3,0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0,8 4.8 64.5 17.5 3,0

.357 Pistol 13.26 30 1.1 4.8 64.5 23.9 3,0

7.62x39 13.02 55 1.7 4.8 64.5 36.3 3,0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 4.8 64.5 22.0 3.0

,30-06 13.16 41 1.3 4.8 64.5 29.1 3,0

50 Yard Rre Range contrrution 13.4

DI (' Dist. Aiien.
Barr. Aiien.100 YARD RIFLE RANGE

49 2092
Excess Aiien.

.22 LR 11.45 220 1. 4.7 64.5 29.5 3.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1.1 4.7 64.5 23.9 3.0

7.62x39 13.02 9 1.7 4.7 64.5 36.3 3.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 4.7 64.5 no 3.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1. 4.7 64.5 29,1 3.0

100 Yard ¡ife Range conrbution 9.3

DI(') Dist. Atten.
SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE Excess Allen. Barr. Allen.

47 2053

20 Gauge I 13.95 I 590 I 0.7 4,4 64.5 14.5 3,0

12 Gauge I 13.79 340 1.2 4.4 64.5 25.9 3,0

Shotgun Range contribution 31.6

DNL or CNEL total 32.3

1
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Location K -- 13525 Indian Trail Road

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual i! Atten. Insertion Loss from Power Level CNELor DNL

Source O' Bearing Rounds (dB/lOO m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
5ELIB) per Day 5EL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
DI (') Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
59 1484

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 5.8 61. 11.s 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 5.8 61. 11.9 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 5.8 61. 12.1 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 135 1.1 5.8 61.1 16.2 0.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 309 0.8 5.8 61. 11.3 0.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 5.8 61. 9.5 0.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 36.6

40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE
DI (' Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
58 1451

.22 LR 11.45 819 1. 5.7 61.1 20.0 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 5.7 61.1 11.9 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 5.7 61. 12.1 0.0

.357 Pistol 1326 80 1. 5.7 61. 16.2 0.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 54 0.8 5.7 61. 11.3 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 61 1.7 5.7 61.1 24.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 5.7 61.1 14.9 0.0

.30-06 13.16 152 1. 5.7 61.1 19.7 0.0

40 Yard Rrge contributi1n 32.7

DI (') Dist. Alten.
Barr. Atten.SO YARD RIFLE RANGE

57 1414
Excess Atten.

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 5.6 61. 20.0 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 5.6 61. 11.9 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 30 1.1 5.6 61. 16.2 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 55 1. 5.6 61.1 24.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 5.6 61.1 14.9 0.0

.30-06 1316 41 1. 5.6 61.1 19.7 0.0

SO Yard Rre Range contrrution 28.9

DI (') Dist. Atten.
100 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Alten.

57 1376

.22 LR 11.45 220 1.3 5.6 61.1 20.0 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1. 5.6 61. 16.2 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 9 1.7 5.6 61.1 24.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 5.6 61.1 14.9 0.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1. 5.6 61.1 19.7 0.0

100 Yard rfie Range contfbution 25.2

DI (' Dist. Alten.
SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Alten.

53 1328

20 Gauge I 13.95 I 590 I 0.7 5.1 61.1 9.8 0.0

12 Gauge I 13.79 I 340 1.2 5.1 61. 17.6 0.0

Shotgun Range contribution 45.1

DNL or CNEL total 46.0

44
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Location 0 -- 13560 Indian Rock Way

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual lJ Atten. Insertion loss from Power level CNElor DNl
Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/100 m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)

SEl(B) per Day SEl (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
01 (' Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
43 1420

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 4.0 60.7 11.1 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 4.0 60.7 11.4 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 4.0 60.7 11.6 0.0

.357 Pistol 1326 135 1. 4.0 60.7 155 0.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 309 0.8 4.0 60.7 10.8 0.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 4.0 60.7 9.1 0.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 36.3

40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE
01 (' Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
42 1393

.22 LR 11.45 819 1.3 3.9 60.7 19.1 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 3.9 60.7 11.4 0.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 3.9 60.7 11.6 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 80 1.1 3.9 60.7 155 0.0

45 cal Pistol 1309 54 0.8 3.9 60.7 10.8 0.0

7.62x39 1302 61 1.7 3.9 60.7 23.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 3.9 60.7 14.2 0.0

.30-06 13.6 152 1. 3.9 60.7 18.9 0.0

40 Yard Rrge contributiT 32.4

01 (' Dist. Atten.
Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.50 YARD RiflE RANGE 40 1365

.22 LR 11.45 591 1.3 3.7 60.7 19.1 0.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 3.7 60.7 11.4 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 30 1.1 3.7 60.7 15.5 0.0

7.62x39 1302 55 1.7 3.7 60.7 23.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 3.7 60.7 14.2 0.0

.30-06 13.16 41 1. 3.7 60.7 18.9 0.0

50 Yard Rfe Range contrrution 28.7

01 (') Dist. Atten.
100 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.

39 1335

.22 LR 11.45 220 1.3 3.6 60.7 19.1 0.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1. 3.6 60.7 155 0.0

7.62x39 13.02 9 1. 3.6 60.7 23.6 0.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 3.6 60.7 14.2 0.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1. 3.6 60.7 18.9 0.0

100 Yard ¡ife Range contfbution 25.2

SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE
01 (' Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
3S 1314

20 Gauge I 1395 I 590 I 0.7 3.3 60.7 9.4 0.0

12 Gauge 13.79 I 340 I 1. 3.3 60.7 16.8 0.0

Shotgun Range contribution 44.8

DNl or CNEl total 45.7

0235
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I1TACHM~NT 1

Location 0 -- 13847 Skyline Blvd,

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual ri Atten. Insertion Loss from Power Level CNEL or ONL

Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/100 m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
SEL (B) per Day SEL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
01 (') Oist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
17 1009

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 1.8 57.8 7.9 14.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 1.8 57.8 8.1 14.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 1.8 57.8 8.3 14.0

.357 Pistol 1326 135 1. 1.8 57.8 11.0 14.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 309 0.8 1.8 57.8 7.7 14.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 1.8 57.g 6.4 14.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 30.7

40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE
01(') Oist. Alten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
15 995

.22 LR 11.45 819 1. 1.7 57.8 13.6 14.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 1.7 57.8 8.1 14.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 1.7 57.8 8.3 14.0

.357 Pistol 1326 80 1.1 1. 57.8 11.0 14.0

45 cal Pistol 1309 54 0.8 1.7 57.8 7.7 14.0

7.62x39 1302 61 1.7 1. 57.8 16.7 14.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 1. 57.8 10.1 14.0

.30-06 13.16 152 1.3 1. 57.8 13.4 14.0

40 Yard Rrge contributiT 27.4

SO YARD RIFLE RANGE
01 (' Oist. Atten.

Excess Alten. Barr. Atten.
12 988

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 1.5 57.8 13.6 14.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 1.5 57.8 8.1 14.0

.357 Pistol 1326 30 1.1 1.5 57.8 11.0 14.0

7.62x39 1302 55 1.7 1.5 57.8 16.7 14.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 1.5 57.8 10.1 14.0

.30-06 13.16 41 1. 1.5 57.8 13.4 14.0

SO Yard Rre Range contrrution 24.1

01(') Oist. Alten.
Barr. Alten.100 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Atten.

10 976

.22 LR 11.45 220 13 1. 57.8 13.6 14.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1.1 1. 57.8 11.0 14.0

7.62x39 1302 9 1.7 1. 57.8 16.7 14.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 1. 57.8 10.1 14.0

.30-06 1316 82 1. 1.3 57.8 13.4 14.0

100 Yard ¡ife Range contrbution 21.0

SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE
01 (') Oist. Alten.

Excess Alten. Barr. Alten.
5 1003

20 Gauge I 1395 I 590 I 0.7 1. 57.8 6.7 14.0

12 Gauge 13.79 I 340 I 1.2 1. 57.8 11.9 14.0

Shotgun Range contribution 38.9

ONL or CNEL total 39.9

44
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Location N -- 13745 Skyline Blvd,

Sound Average Excess

Firearm PWL@ Annual ri Atten. Insertion Loss from Power Level CNEL or DNL

Source 0' Bearing Rounds (dB/lOO m) Independent Noise Reduction Elements (dB) (dB)
SEL (B) per Day SEL (dB)

PISTOL RANGE
01(') Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
2S 660

.22 LR Pistol 12.31 737 0.8 2.4 54.1 5.1 19.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 839 0.8 2.4 54.1 5.3 19.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 118 0.8 2.4 54.1 5.4 19.0

.357 Pistol 1326 135 1. 2.4 54.1 7.2 19.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 309 0.8 2.4 54.1 5.0 19.0

.44 Mag Pistol 13.38 15 0.6 2.4 54.1 4.2 19.0

Pistol Ranr Contribution 31.7

01(') Dist. Atten.
40 YARD TIN CAN RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.

28 672

.22 LR 11.45 819 1.3 2.6 54.1 8.9 19.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 405 0.8 2.6 54.1 5.3 19.0

40 cal Pistol 12.87 13 0.8 2.6 54.1 5.4 19.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 80 1.1 2.6 54.1 7.2 19.0

45 cal Pistol 13.09 54 08 2.6 54.1 5.0 19.0

7.62x39 13.02 61 1.7 2.6 54.1 11.0 19.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 287 1.0 2.6 54.1 6.6 19.0

.30-06 13.6 152 1.3 2.6 54.1 8.8 19.0

40 Yard Rj"ge contributiT 28.5

01 (') Dist. Atten.
50 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.

32 699

.22 LR 11.45 591 1. 3.0 54.1 8.9 19.0

9mm Pistol 12.89 61 0.8 3.0 54.1 5.3 19.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 30 1. 3.0 54.1 7.2 19.0

7.62x39 13.02 55 1.7 3.0 54.1 11.0 19.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 446 1.0 3.0 54.1 6.6 19.0

.30-06 13.16 41 1. 3.0 54.1 8.8 19.0

50 Yard Rre Range contrrution 24.9

01 (' Dist. Atten.
100 YARD RIFLE RANGE Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.

35 718

.22 LR 11.45 220 1. 3.3 54.1 8.9 19.0

.357 Pistol 13.26 11 1. 3.3 54.1 7.2 19.0

7.62.39 13.02 9 1.7 3.3 54.1 11.0 19.0

.223 Rifle 12.84 215 1.0 3.3 54.1 6.6 19.0

.30-06 13.16 82 1.3 3.3 54.1 8.8 19.0

100 Yard rf1e Range conrbution 21.6

SHOTGUN (TRAP) RANGE
01(') Dist. Atten.

Excess Atten. Barr. Atten.
38 800

20 Gauge I 13.95 I 590 I 0.7 3.5 54.1 4.4 19.0

12 Gauge I 13.79 I 340 I 1. 3.5 54.1 7.8 19.0

Shotgun Range contribution 37.6

DNL or CNEL total 39.2

.",l tit'i¡i ~,rr 1
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Experience

Freytag & Assoc., LLC, 2009-Present

HMMH,2007-2009

C.M. Salter & Associates, 1986-2007

Bechtel Group, 1976-1 986

Education

M.S., Engineering, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, CA, 1976

B.S.ME., Arizona State University,
Tempe, AZ, 1972

Graduate Business Studies, Golden
Gate University, San Francisco, CA,

1980

Affiliations

Registered Professional Engineer, CA

Board Certified Member, Institute of
Noise Control Engineering, 1989-

present
Institute of Noise Control Engineering,

Director, 2004-2006
Executive Member, Airport Consultants

Council, 1998-present
American Institute of Architects, Affiliate

Member, 1988-present

Editorial Advisory Board Member,
Airport Noise Report, 1999-2007

Senior Member, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1995-

present

Transportation Research Board,
Aviation Noise Subcommittee, 1994-

present
Member, Acoustical Society of America,

1985-present

Member, American Institute of Physics,
1985-present

American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), Standards Committee: Draft

ANSI S12.62, "Acoustics - Estimation of
outdoor sound propagation by

""':I,.III~f¡,.n" ")()n':~nrc.c:.cnl

ln~~~.~~ll!'!
ftj .R~idm.!~ I

JOHN C. FREYTAG, P.E" FREYTAG & ASSOCIATES, LLC

1

0239Jack Freytag founded Freytag & Associates, LLC to provide expert
consulting services in specific areas of acoustics using affliated experts
throughout the U.S. Until recently he also managed the southern California
offce of Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, the foremost transportation

acoustics company in the U.S. For HMMH he was responsible for
architectural acoustics, sound insulation projects for Los Angeles
International Airport and other sound insulation, architectural and aviation
projects in southern California and around the country.

Mr. Freytag has over 25 years of experience as an acoustical consultant and
noise expert. His background includes architectural acoustics, expert
witness in both state and federal courts, airport noise impact studies,
management of more than 40 FAA-sponsored sound insulation projects,
management of environmental and community noise assessments, aero-
acoustic research for NASA, management of several hundred architectural
acoustics design projects, engineering of large industrial facilities, digital
signal processing, and venture capital analyst for of high technology business
ventures. He has been a licensed pilot since 1966.

As a Director at Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc. for 20 years, he has
managed hundreds of architectural acoustic projects, served as expert
witness, and was program manager responsible for business development and
project management for acoustical consulting projects in aviation. He
managed noise studies for civil and military airport clients, cities and
counties, noise-impacted residents, land use litigation cases, and crash
hazard potential studies. He also acquired and managed the Audio Forensic
Center, a wholly-owned subsidiary company specializing in de- noising (for
dialog recovery), gunshot analyses and authentication of audio and video
recordings. He has been an expert witness on cases involving design and
construction defects, audio recordings, environmental noise, and audibility.
He has also been the acoustical expert for the Discovery Channel programs.

From 1976 to 1986 Mr. Freytag held a variety of positions at The Bechtel
Group as noise control engineer, venture capital analyst, manager of a 62-
member CAD organization, project engineer for a large synthetic fuel project
in New Zealand, and executive assistant to the vice-president of Bechtel's
3,600-member petroleum division.

From 1974 to 1976 Mr. Freytag conducted experimental and theoretical aero-
acoustics research at NASA-Ames Research Center for his graduate research
work at Stanford University.

Representative Projects

Miscellaneous Projects

. Prepared and/or updated the noise element ofthe general plan for more

than 40 cities and counties throughout California from 1990 to 2007.
. Federal Aviation Administration (through the Transportation Research

Board, National Academy of Sciences); writing guidelines for the sound
insulation of homes impacted by airport noise (current).

. Richmond Rod and Gun Club, design of shooting enclosures to
mitigate noise to proposed adjacent residential development.
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Client Quote or Project Highlight
Regarding the Discovery Channel

'Death of Diana' audio simulation of the
crash in the Paris tunnel:

"I expected this to work well, but not
this welL."
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Litigation Support and Expert Testimony 0240

. The Discovery Channel, investigated gunshot evidence and

reports from the Kennedy assassination in Dealey Plaza, 2006.
Presented material on television program.

. Minneapolis et aL. v Metropolitan Airports Commission,

aircraft noise surveys and assessment leading to $128M
settlement for clients (the largest noise settlement in history),
2006-2007.

. People v. Fuiava, investigation of which weapon fired first for
the defendant in death penalty case (2007).

. People v. Jack Cunningham, forensic simulation of gunshot

audibility and court testimony in California murder trial (1998).
. Served on ANSI S 12 committee to revise standard: Acoustics-

Calculation of outdoor sound propagation.
. Fulton County, GA. Investigated and simulated gunshot events

in police homicide case (2012).

Television Programs

. Discovery ChanneL, Unsolved History:

"The Boston Massacre" (2001)

"Death of Princess Diana" (2003)
"JFK - Beyond the Magic Bullet" (2005)

Representative Publications and Presentations

. J. C. Freytag and E. M. Reindel, Noise Level Reduction Measurement

Methods for Sound-Insulated Structures, NOISE-CON 2008, Dearborn.
. J. C. Freytag and Paul D. Schomer, Minneapolis et aL. v Metropolitan

Airports Commission, N.O.I.S.E. Summer Conference, Dulles, Y A.
. J. C. Freytag and E. M. Reindel, Noise level reduction measurement

methods for sound-insulated structures, TRB Summer Meeting, Key
West, FL.

. J. C. Freytag and Paul D. Schomer, Assessing the relative noise

contributions from independent time-varying sources, Noise-Con 2007,
Reno, NY.

. J. C. Freytag and Paul D. Schomer, Wht is "Quietude" in an Urban

Area? INTER-NOISE 2007, Istanbul, Turkey.
. J. C. Freytag, D. R. Begault and C. A. Peltier, The Acoustics of Gunfire,

INTER-NOISE 2006, Honolulu, HI.
. J. C. Freytag, Noise Insulation Performance of Buildings near Airports:

Measurement Issues and Perspectives, NOISE-CON 2004, Baltimore.
. J. C. Freytag, Retrofit Sound Insulation: The Morning After, INTER-

NOISE 2002, Dearborn, MI.
. J. C. Freytg, The Airport Noise Paradox: DNL Drops While Problem

Grows, Noise-Con 2001, Portland, ME.
. J. C. Freytag (co-author), ACOUSTICS: Architecture, Engineering, the

Environment. (I998, Wiliam Stout Publisher).
. Other papers and presentations for the Institute of Noise Control

Engineering, Transportation Research Board, Acoustical Society of
America, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
Stanford University.
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Appendix G

Firearm Types and Rounds Fired on an Average Annual Day
at Los Altos Rod and Gun Club
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Range Firearm / Rounds

Ammunition nerDav

Pistol .22 LR 737

Pistol .38 Special 114

Pistol .357 Magnum 21

Pistol 9mm 839

Pistol 40S&W 118

Pistol 45 ACP 309

Pistol .44 Magnum 15

40 Yd. Tin Can .22 LR 819

40 Yd. Tin Can .38 Special 62

40 Yd. Tin Can .357 Magnum 18

40 Yd. Tin Can 9mm 405

40 Yd. Tin Can 40S&W 13

40 Yd. Tin Can 45 ACP 54

40 Yd. Tin Can 7.62 X 39 61

40 Yd. Tin Can .223 Rem 287

40 Yd. Tin Can .30-06 152

50 Yd. Rifle .22LR 591

50 Yd. Rifle .38 Special 30

50 Yd. Rifle 9mm 61

50 Yd. Rifle 7.62 X 39 55

50 Yd. Rifle .223 Rem 446

50 Yd. Rifle .30-06 41

100 Yd. Rifle .22 LR 220

100 Yd. Rifle .38 Soecial 1 I

100 Yd. Rifle 7.62 X 39 9

100 Yd. Rifle .223 Rem 2 I 5

100 Yd. Rifle .30-06 82

Manual Trap 12 gauge 590

Manual Trap 20 gauge 340

Totals 6714
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Los Altos Rod and Gun Club: Shooting Noise Mitigation Measures
Assessment

A technical assessment of noise mitigation alternatives for the Gun Club ranges.

by

John C. Freytag, P.E., INCE Bd. Cert.
President, Freytag & Associates, LLC
2700 E. Mesquite Avenue, Suite 0-21
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Prepared for: MICHEL & ASSOCIATES, P.e.
Attorneys at Law
180 E. Ocean Blvd., Suite 200
Long Beach, CA 90802
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Executive Summary 0244

This a companion report to "Los Altos Rod and Gun Club: Shooting Noise Assessment" which the author prepared
to assess compliance with the noise standards and policies of Santa Cruz County. That report demonstrates full
compliance with all standards and policies for noise exposure, even if the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club (LARGC, or
the Gun Club) were to be reviewed as a new project. Nonetheless, the Gun Club has stated a willingness to work
with the community to reduce noise exposure by all reasonable means.

This report provides a technical assessment of various noise mitigation alternatives with only cursory consideration
of costs, efficacy or affect on range safety and operation. Only general comments are made with respect to these
non-acoustical factors, based upon my experience. The Gun Club, working with their legal counsel, will evaluate
the assessments from this report, determine the effectiveness and feasibility of each, and provide their comments
regarding possible implementation, or rejection, of the noise mitigation alternatives addressed herein.

This report was prepared by John C. Freytag, P.E., INCE Ed. Cert., whose experience is described in the companion
report and its Appendix F.

Gun Club Background

LARGC, a non-profit corporation, was established in 1955 at a secluded location in the Santa Cruz mountains.
Since th_at time, there has been some low-density residential development in the area, most extensively in and around
the Indian Rock Ranch development beginning a mile northwest of the Gun Club. The Gun Club is open to
members and the public Thursdays through Sundays from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (9:00 am to 4:00 pm during winter),
and open to members only during these same hours Mondays through Wednesdays. No shooting is allowed outside
these hours. The Gun Club has five active ranges (shown in Figure 1), each managed by a trained range offcer,
which includes: a 25-yard pistol range, a 40-yard, a 50-yard and a lOO-yard rifle and/or pistol ranges and a trap
range used for shotgun target shooting of clay pigeons. Weekends have the most shooting activity.
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Figure i - Layout of the Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Ranges

On a busy weekend day more than 20,000 total rounds may be fired from these ranges, though the annual daily
average is about one third of that number. Appendix G of the companion report lists the average daily number of
rounds fired from each specific type of firearm.

44 Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 2
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The Indian Rock Ranch development of approximately 50 residences is centered about 1500 meters (approximately
a mile) northwest of the LARGC and about 2000 meters (about one and a third mile) west-northwest of a police
shooting range (the SCCPOA range). Figure 2 shows the location of the two ranges, sensitive neighbors to the north

and our acoustical measurement location. The LARGC is by far the most active range and the primary concern of
local residents.

A total of21 complainant letters or emails were submitted to the Santa Cruz County Planning Department and/or the
County Board of Supervisors. Of these, 14 are in the immediate area with locations shown in Figure 2, three are out
of the area, and four did not identifY their location in their correspondence. None of the correspondence mentioned
the SCCPOA range. Most of the complainants mentioned general annoyance from firearm noise, some mentioned
reduced property value concerns, several felt that the Gun Club is an incompatible use, some believe that there has
been much more shooting in recent years, several stated that the Gun Club was polluting, and some were generally
disparaging about firearms in general. Generally, complaints reflect quality of life issues. Additionally, some
reported activity that does not occur at the Gun Club: use of fully automatic firearms and .50 BMG rifles, and
nighttime shooting. Appendix B of the companion report lists the complainant locations.

Figure 2 - Shooting Ranges, Measurement Location, Prediction Locations and Complainant Locations

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 3
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Gun Club and Community Meeting and Correspondence

During 2012, as Gun Club noise complaints were submitted to the County Board of Supervisors, LARGC
representatives, including the Gun Club president and vice president, met with various residents from the
surrounding community. The primary group speaking on behalf of the community is the Community Association
for Life in the Mountains (CALM). The Gun Club has retained legal counsel and technical experts to address noise
and other environmental issues in conjunction with concerns expressed by the County Board of Supervisors. The
Gun Club has retained the author to serve as their acoustical consultant.

In July 2012 the author and Gun Club vice president, Don Olson, met with CALM representatives to hear their
complaints and suggested noise mitigation measures to reduce firearm noise emanating from the Gun Club.
Subsequently a group from CALM attended a site inspection at the Gun Club during an active weekend, during
which time this author conducted the noise study for the companion report and for the noise mitigation assessments
herein. CALM subsequently submitted a letter, dated August 26, 2012 to (then) County Supervisor Mark Stone
detailing their noise issues, research and suggestions for noise mitigation measures. The letter is included as
Appendix A of this report.

On December 8, 2012 this author, Don Olson and County Planner, Ken Hart, again met with CALM representatives
to report the findings of the noise assessment and discuss the recommendations in the August 26 CALM letter. In
this meeting the Gun Club also committed to providing these two reports to Mr. Hart by December i 7, 2012 for his
review and preparation for the January 2013 County Board of Supervisors meeting to discuss noise issues at
LARGe.

CALM's Proposed Noise Mitigation Alternatives

On July 2 i the author and Don Olson, LARGC Vice President, met with five CALM representatives to discuss their
specific noise concerns and objectives. Noise mitigation alternatives were then evaluated from their August 6 letter
to Supervisor Stone. The alternatives suggested were taken from three documents cited by CALM and were found
to be a comprehensive list for shooting ranges:

. National Rifle Association, 'The Range Source Book - A Guide to Planning and Construction', January

2004.
. Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Shooting Ranges and Sound, undated ("RCMP Report").

. National Shooting Sports Foundation, "Environmental Aspects of Construction and Management of

Outdoor Shooting Ranges", 1997.

Noise mitigation alternatives may be either: i) administrative, controlling noise emission sources, or 2) technical,
providing engineered noise controls. The CALM letter addressed both mitigation types.

Firing Sheds

The first suggestion was construction of shooting stations (also called firing sheds). Noise in general may be
mitigated either at the source or by interposing a structure between the sound source and sound receiver. California
law strictly prohibits manufacture, possession, transportation or sale of all firearm sound suppression devices

(silencers).' Therefore, the only alternative for engineering noise mitigation for the current Gun Club firearm noise
is through interposing a structure or structures, or by relocating or reorienting the ranges.

1 California Penal Code, Section 12500-12501.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 4
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A firing shed design has been developed and tested at numerous shooting ranges around the world.2 These may
provide effective noise mitigation for rifle and pistol ranges under many circumstances. However, trap shooting,
employing shotguns firing at sporting clays, cannot be enclosed.

Figure 3 depicts the most well-established and effective design for a shooting shed. This shed includes a continuous
rear walL.

Figure 3 - Firing Shed

The preferred shed design uses a typical roof over the shooting area with a 5-meter extension towards the targets,
although a version with a 3-meter extension is also often constructed providing reduced sound attenuation. This
shed provides an effective barrier to areas from the side of the shed and includes sound-absorbing material on the
shed interior to reduce noise to the shooters as well as to outlying areas. The firing shed is least effective to areas
directly downrange and, by enclosing the back of the firing shed, most effective to areas rearward. Intermediate
attenuation is afforded to sideline locations.

Tables A and B show the relative contribution of the pistol, rifle and trap range operations without mitigation and
with mitigation respectively. While rifle and pistol noise may be reduced appreciably for some residential locations,
the greatest noise output remains from the trap range where firing shed mitigation is not possible. Therefore, the net
noise exposure reduction from the firing sheds is generally negligible.

Table A - Relative CNEL Noise Exposure Contribution of Pistols, Rifles and Shotguns - No Sheds (dB)

Location
Unmitil!ated CNEL

Pistol Rifles TraD Total

Test Res. 35 33 43 44

Loc. P 15 13 25 25

Loc. B 23 20 32 32

Loc. K 36 35 45 46

Loc. D 36 34 45 46

Loc.O 31 30 39 40

Loc. N 32 31 39 39

2 Nordtest Method, NT ACOU 099, Edition 2, Finland.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 5
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Table B - Relative CNEL Noise Exposure Contribution of Pistols, Rifles and Shotguns with Sheds (dB)

Location
Mitiiiated CNEL

Pistol Rifle Trap Total

Test Res. 31 29 43 43

Loe. P 12 11 25 25

Loe. B 18 15 32 32

Loe. K 30 30 45 45

Loe. D 32 30 45 45

Loe.O 29 28 39 39

Loe. N 28 28 38 38

CALM rejected the alternative of constructing firing sheds because they would provide only minimal noise
reduction.

Prohibitng Certain Loud Guns

Another suggestion was made to prohibit certain loud guns, accompanied by a recommendation to regularly monitor
sound levels at the range. This may potentially reduce noise exposure to the affected community; however, this may
also be problematic for several reasons.

. The Club already prohibits .50 SMO and similar large caliber firearms at all ranges.

. The noise emissions from individual firearms varies from several factors such as barrel length, firearm
weight, cartridge load, barrel compensators or muzzle brakes, and bullet weight (affecting muzzle velocity).
It is not possible for a range offcer to estimate, by cursory inspection, noise emissions of any particular
firearm and cartridge combination.

. For safety reasons, firearms must be, and remain, put away during check-in, and may not be taken out until

they arrive at the particular range.

. AR style semi-automatic rifles, now very popular with shooters, often are fitted with a muzzle brake. This
brake reduces the recoil of the firearm to make the shooter more comfortable, accurate and stable for
subsequent shots. Muzzle brakes, however, also change the directivity of the muzzle blast noise emission,
turning it back on the shooter and propagating less noise downrange. Therefore, measuring noise at the
shooting station from a muzzle brake firearm would register a louder noise level while actually providing a
lower noise level downrange in the community area. The same phenomenon occurs with certain pistols
equipped with compensators, essentially the same devices as muzzle brakes but for pistols instead of rifles.

. Noise monitoring may not be effective because it is diffcult to isolate noise emissions from a single
firearm amidst a line of shooters fiting nearly simultaneously.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Oun Club Page 6
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Firearm Discharge Reduction/Creating More Quiet Time 0249

The suggestion of additional quiet time was expressed in the August 26 CALM letter, and subsequently discussed in
greater detail at our meeting of December 8. The concept is to reduce the number of shooters during certain
timeframes, or eliminate certain days for all shooting activities. This would, of course, reduce community noise
exposure, unless the shooters simply rescheduled their shooting times/days, thereby shooting the same amount and
producing the same net CNEL noise exposure over the day, or subsequent days. For the same firearms and
ammunition, reducing the amount of shooting by half reduces the CNEL noise exposure by 3 dB, a just-noticeable
change. More specific quiet time suggestions by CALM from the December 8 meeting are as follows:

. Reducing Club shooting hours on Sunday to 11 :00 am to 3 :00 pm affording local residents more quiet time
in the mornings and an opportunity for a quieter late afternoon barbeques.

. Limiting the types of firearms for specific periods of time. More specifically, limiting range use to rimfire

only and closing use of the trap ranges.

. Changing the fee structure for range users to pay more for louder firearms. Perhaps a discount for rimfire
firearms, intermediate fees for centerfire rifles and pistols, and increased fees for trap range use. This is
essentially a 'cap and trade' proposal for noise emissions.

Regrouping noise events does not change CNEL noise exposure; that is, reduced quiet time offset by higher noise at
other times produces no net CNEL noise reduction. These types oftradeoffs have not been shown to reduce overall
community noise annoyance.

The primary concern expressed by the Gun Club is the loss of revenue and reduced shooting opportunities for Club
members and patrons. This is a particular concern at a time when the Gun Club has spent considerable unplanned
revenue on environmental and noise mitigation, consultants and studies, such as this, to address community
complaints.

CALM has also expressed an appreciation for the financial constraints on the Gun Club and realizes that LARGC
would not be the beneficiary of their suggested measures for additional quiet time. However, CALM maintains that
some fee restructuring may not necessarily reduce LARGC revenue.

Mockups and Testing

The August 26 letter further suggested that noise may not be effectively modeled and that it would therefore be
necessary to construct mockups of the shooting stations (firing sheds) discussed above. However, acoustical
modeling is part of an established and proven reliable acoustical engineering discipline; mockups are not generally
required to determine their acoustical attenuation effectiveness. The firing shed results presented are directly from
measured results.2 Further, the modest noise reduction from the firing sheds suggested a greater focus on other noise
mitigation alternatives.

Long-Term Monitoring

CALM has also recommended long-term monitoring to track noise levels emanating from the Gun Club. The author
does not recommend long-term noise monitoring, because it provides no noise reduction benefits. For a firing range
operation where the noise environment is comprised of many very short duration (impulsive) firearm shot events
separated by comparatively long periods between, it is not possible to automatically distinguish firearm noise from
all other noise sources with unattended measurements. That is, it is necessary to have an observer present to record
and monitor each firearm shot event to separate that noise from other neighborhood noises such as aircraft, children
playing, yard work, construction, wind noise through nearby foliage, local vehicles, etc. Attended monitoring would
prove very costly and results may be contentious.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 7
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Reversing the Direction o/the Shooting Ranges

Reversing the direction of the shooting ranges would significantly reduce noise exposure to those residences to the
north, directing that noise exposure to residents and Castle Rock State Park to the south. This is singularly the most
effective option for reducing noise to the Indian Rock Ranch development community.

It would be necessary to relocate the trap range to the north because shooting south from its existing location would
fire shot and clays into the Park. This relocation would face the trap range and rifle ranges towards each other, an
unacceptably dangerous configuration. To mitigate this safety issue, it would be necessary to construct a large wall
between the ranges; there is likely insuffcient room for an earthen berm between the ranges. Such a wall would
result in some reflected noise to residents, though most of the Indian Rock community would realize a noise
reduction.

Initially the Club has rejected this alternative because: I) it would not be feasible environmentally due to the
location of seasonal drainage and would likely never be permitted by the County, and 2) the costs for the project are
well beyond the financial wherewithal ofLARGC. However, in the December 8 meeting, CALM requested that the
Gun Club revisit this possibility despite the costs. Acknowledging the grand scope of such a project, it was agreed
that the Gun Club may further investigate reversing only the trap range because it is the greatest source of noise,
however, the reconfiguration would result in cross-fire with the rifle and pistol ranges and most likely would not be
possible to engineer in a safe operating design.

The primary environmental concern from turning around the trap range is the depositing of shot and clays into
seasonal drainage areas adjacent to Castle Rock State Park. This would require considerable environmental

investigation, a mitigation plan and likely some combination of State and County permitting. As referenced above,
a safety issue also arises from opposing the orientation of the trap and rifle/pistol ranges; this is contradictory to
range design practice and requires mitigation such as a wall between the ranges. Additionally, it is likely that
opposition may arise from Park users and residents to the south of the Gun Club since noise would be transferred to
these areas.

Noise Mitgation at the Receptor

Noise mitigation alternatives not suggested by CALM, are those which may be affected at the receptor.

Homeowners may mitigate the effect of audible firearm noise by altering the background noise at their outdoor
locations. As mentioned earlier, the audible effects of firearm noise at residential distances are due to the low
ambient, or background, noise level in the area. Thus a 55-dB sound heard in a 40-dB background location may not
be audible in a 60-dB background location because the 'signal-to-noise ratio' has been reduced. The property of one

sound overcoming, or drowning out, another is termed sound masking. Many homeowners have successfully
mitigated various undesirable noise intrusions by installing fountains, small waterfalls or other water features in
outdoor use areas to mask unwanted noise intrusion.

Noise to interior spaces may be reduced by sound insulating sensitive spaces, such as bedrooms. This requires
identification of the weakest sound insulating elements, typically windows and vents, and affecting retrofit treatment
or replacement of those elements. Generally, the services of an acoustical consultant are advisable for design of
effective sound insulation.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 8
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Conclusion

Various noise mitigation alternatives have been acoustically evaluated for reducing noise to the Indian Rock Ranch
development north of the Gun Club. Both administrative and engineering alternatives have been assessed. The
greatest potential for significant noise reduction is reversing the direction of the loudest range, the trap range. The
potential for implementing any of the noise mitigation alternatives outlined herein will be further addressed in
correspondence to CALM and the County by the Gun Club and their legal counseL. Also, the Gun Club is reviewing
other noise mitigation alternatives that may be included in that correspondence.

Freytag Assessment of Shooting Noise at Los Altos Rod & Gun Club Page 9
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August 06, 2012

Supervisor Mark Stone
Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors
701 Ocean Street, Room 500
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Regarding: Appeal of the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club clubhouse building permit

Dear Supervisor Stone:

Good progress has been made between the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club ("LARGC") and the
neighborhood group known as "CALM" (Community Association for Life in the Mountains) since the
May 8 Supervisor's meeting. CALM has met face-to-face with representatives from the LARGC multiple
times. We are pleased with their atttudes and willingness to constructively work toward mitigating the
impact of sound created by their operations. After a few meetings, a tour of the facility, and the urging
of Jack Freytag (the LARGe's sound consultant), CALM has assembled its thoughts on how the LARGC
might curb the gun noise affecting our community.

While CALM has members who are designers, engineers, and university professors, none of us are sound
experts. However, we have drawn many of our suggestions from publications by respected sources
within the shooting community. These include:

"NRA Range Source Book" by the National Rifle Association (NRA)
"Shooting Ranges and Sound" by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
"Environmental Aspects of Construction and Management of Outdoor Shooting Ranges" by the
National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF)

We realize that this is a complex problem and there are no "cookie-cutter" solutions that will work in
every case. Also, being that each range has its own unique characteristics, there is no accurate way of
predicting what will work. A technique which reduces sound on one range might very well cause it to be
worse on another. Therefore, our first recommendation is that any infrastructure solutions under
consideration be simulated and tested prior to implementation. This should help assure that the LARGC

does not spend construction money needlessly while simultaneously assuring that neighbors experience
an improvement.

Objective:
The main objective is to reduce the disruptive affect that gun noise has on the surrounding community.
This can be done in multiple ways, including improvements in infrastructure (sound baffling, shooter
enclosures, etc.), aiming/firing in a direction away from the community, and increasing the amount of
quiet time, just to name a few. There are many, many ways to solve this problem and we are open to
any that meet our objective. Since we were prompted to do so, we provide a few suggestions that seem
rational to us.

Lowering the Sound Level (rifle and pistol range):
Building shooting stations would seem to be a logical choice to contain sound. This is mentioned in
RCMP, section 4.2.1; NSSF, section 2.2.2.3; and NRA, chapter 6, article 3.04.1. This technique was used
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at the Scott's Valley Sportsman's Club (SVSC) as welL. However, we are concerned that the success of the
method is complicated by the direction which the range is oriented (essentially toward critical sound
receivers--our community).

Shooting stations are generally enclosed structures with the sound source at one end and sound
escaping out of the other open end (SVSC). This configuration describes a device used to direct sound

for the purpose of amplification: a megaphone. Being that many "megaphones" would be essentially
pointed in our direction, we are concerned that this technique has the possibility of actually making
matters worse. There are some ways to deal with the situation, such as further enclosing the open end
by shooting through a window or portal and lining the inside walls with sound absorbing material to
prevent sound reflection (RCMP, section 4.2.1). We don't profess to understand the acoustic aspects of
designing such a structure, but we suspect that this solution alone does not represent a viable
alternative.

We think that a big part of the problem has to do with the direction of fire of the range. As previously
mentioned, the direction of fire is generally toward the residential community. This is not recommended
practice (RCMP, section 5.3.1; NSSF, section 2.2.2.2). There is a low hill (perhaps 3D' high) between the
range and community, however sound is able to bend over the top of this hilL. The RCMP paper shows
sound dispersal patterns 360 degrees around the muzzle at the time of fire (section 1.3, figures 1 & 2).
They show a dramatic difference in sound levels depending upon orientation, with the area directly
behind the shooter being much less loud. We would suggest assessing a reversing of the shooting
direction so that is is away from the community.

Now that shooters would be firing away from the community, additional measures, such as a continuous
sound wall behind shooters (RCMP section 4.2.1) and a properly designed roof might go a long way to
further reduce sound that makes its way to the community (which would have to bend 180 degrees).

One further suggestion would be to monitor sound levels at the range and implement a maximum
loudness rule. During our tour of the facility it was apparent that a few of the guns were VERY loud
compared to others. Since reducing noise is the main objective, prohibiting certain very loud guns may
have a large positive impact on the environment. As a practical matter, it would probably become clear
which models or guns or ammunition were responsible for very loud sounds and the LARGC could warn

customers in advance that certain models often violate their loudness rule.

Lowering the Sound Level (shotgun ranges):
Currently, trap shooting is not only aimed toward the neighboring community but is also in direct line of
sight (and sound) to nearby homes with no possibility of a barrier. Additionally, shooting is out over a
valley. Both of these factors run contrary to recommended practices.

Just as reorienting the shooting range could represent a big improvement to the sound situation caused
by target shooting; it may also be possible to do the same for the trap range. To do this, the shooting
positions would be moved from their present location to a ridge across a small valley to the north (still
within the LARGe's property). So the shooting direction would now be roughly to the south, 180 degrees
from the community. There is already a dirt access road to this area. Also, a sound wall with roof
directly behind shooters would provide further sound reduction for the community while not affecting
the shooters.
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We think that these changes might result in significant improvement. However, if testing shows that not
to be the case, we look to the LARGC to suggest additional changes for the trap/shotgun areas.

Creating More Quiet Time:
The basic idea is to reduce operating hours or perhaps even closing on certain days. This is covered in
the NSSF paper, section 2.2.2.1. Among these ideas, the most attractive to CALM would be to delay
opening the range on weekend mornings (for example, start at l1am as opposed to the current opening
of gam), and/or close two weekend days per month (publicized so that we could plan around these
closures).

Mockups and Testing:
To verify whether any of these ideas will actually reduce sound levels in the nearby community and by
how much, we recommend:

Constructing mockups of shooting shelters.
Conducting tests where shots are fired from within and outside such shelters.
Simulating a range reorientation through test firings both toward and away from the
community.
Recording / tabulating results both subjectively and objectively in order to determine which
measures are the most effective.

This activity would be a joint effort between the club and the community with CALM members providing
subjective data and a sound engineering consultants measuring and recording objective data.

Long-Term Monitoring

With the ongoing popularity of shooting and the lack of new local gun ranges, we expect a natural
pressure on the LARGC toward ever-increasing attendance. Since it was this gradual increase in noise
that led to the appeal of their proposed clubhouse, we believe that noise monitoring is a vital part of
ongoing operations. The details of monitoring are beyond our expertise, but a formula for assessing the
noise should be developed and agreed upon.

With monitoring comes the responsibility of taking action should threshold limits be exceeded. We
propose that the gun range trends the noise data, so that it will see an increase coming before violations
of the limits, providing time for corrective actions on their part prior to exceeding thresholds. Should
limits be exceeded, mandatory reductions in hours of operation would be imposed.

Timing
LARGC has taken many steps toward being a good neighbor. These include hiring consultants and
meeting with members of CALM. They appear willing to move forward with some infrastructure
changes which are being evaluated at this time. Since there remain many unknowns with respect to
how difficult, time consuming, and costly the changes to the range might be, we propose that the
clubhouse building permit remain unapproved until these unknowns can be reduced. Returning to our
first recommendation in this letter, we welcome the chance to participate in mock-up testing of the
various sound reduction ideas, which we believe could happen quickly.
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We appreciate the continued support of the Board of Supervisors in this matter and would be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

CALM Task Force
info@calmskyline.org

C: Supervisor Leopold

Supervisor Pirie
Supervisor Coonerty
Supervisor Caput
Don Olson, Vice President, Los Altos Rod and Gun Club
Jack Freytag, Freytag LLC (consultant to Los Altos Rod and Gun Club)



Terry Dorsey

From:
:ent:

fo:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Leopold

Monday, January 14, 2013 8:40 AM
Terry Dorsey
FW: January 15th Supervisor hearing
ParkPhotos.zip; Review of LARGC HRA Memo_01 0413.pdf; Table4.jpg; sample location

. map-data table (1 ).pdf; Supervisors of Santa Cruz County.docx

Can you share this with all Supervisors. Thanks

John Leopold
Santa Cruz County Supervisor, i st District
83 I -454-2200
john.leopo Id@co.santa-cruz.ca.us
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From: Gretchen (mailto:gretchen@cruzio.com)
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 9:13 AM

To: John Leopold; Bruce McPherson; Neal Coonert
Subject: RE: January 15th Supervisor hearing

Dear Supervisors McPherson, Leopold and Coonerty;

My Name is Gretchen Bronstein and I'm neighbor of Castle Rock State Park. I hike there a lot
'long with thousands of other hikers and rock climbers year round. It's a beautiful park with
cunning views of the Monterey Bay and lovely campground. It is a highly popular park with

hikers waiting for a parking spots to open up on Skyline Blvd.

I would like to submit this letter to be included for items 44 and 45 of the January 15th hearing
regarding Los Altos Rod & Gun Club.

I'm writing to address the intensification of the gun club plus the Hazardous LEAD and NOISE
pollution at Castle Rock coming from the gun club. And to debate the Health Risk Assessment
performed by Turner MaClane.

Driving south on Skyline Blvd. from Hwy 9 you'll see a sign the says:
"ENTERING SAN LORENZO RIVER WATERSHED. KEEP IT CLEAN"
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A few hundred feet passed this sign is the entrance to the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club,
Headwaters of the San Lorenzo River Watershed.

l
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The NOISE from the gun club has intensified exponentially in recent years. They have over 120
shooting positions plus skeet shooting. That's 4 times as many as Sunnyvale (at Stevens

Canyon) and Morgan Hill Coyote Clay ranges with under 30 positions.

It literally sounds like a non-stop fireworks finale all weekend long from 9:00AM to 5:00PM.
Massive gunfire can be heard along the Ridge trail from Goat Rock to the Campground plus
Saratoga Gap and Loghry Woods trails. Also the newly opened trails (via Sempervirens) off
Hwy 9 sounds like a battlefield!!

.,
-~
t: The EPA was alerted November 2011 with concern about Lead from the gun club polluting the

San Lorenzo River Watershed and Castle Rock State Park. Tests were performed by Santa Cruz
Environmental Health last January and March revealing hazardous amounts of lead in the park.

A Health Risk Assessment was performed by Turner MaClane hired by the gun club. I would like
to debate this assessment.

'he Assessment is incorrect about human exposure to Lead with regard to a creek tested to
contain 460 mg/kg of Lead. It states: "Access to the creek bed locations within the Park is considered

to be diffcult as the terrain is steep, cobbled with large rocks and boulders, and well vegetated." And "Due to
the diffcult access to the creek bed (which is otTthe trail), it is assumed that 25 percent otthe time hikers visit
the Park, they travel off-trail into the creek bed area."

THIS CREEK IS NOT OFF TRAIL, IT DIRECTLY FLOWS THROUGH LOGHRY WOODS AND
SARATOGA GAP TRAILS. Easy hikes compared to the rest of the park.
Here are a couple of photos showing how easy it is to walk into the creek:

Loghry Woods Bridge tested to have 460 mglead concentration soil test. 9 ug/L water test.

2



Saratoga Gap trail Frog Flat Camp area. This creek ,water wa s not tested.
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rhe Assessment states:
"The .creek is ephemeral and is not a source of drinking water."
This creek feeds into Craig Spring used for drinking water at the campground.

The assessment Excludes ALL Ecological Receptors. Even the Endangered red & yellow legged
frogs and tiger salamanders are dismissed. The entire food chain of Wildlife does not matter to
this assessment. Only Humans matter.

The assessment Excludes the Water sample test results performed by the County's
Environmental Health last January and March. The soil test results were included but not the
Water results. Please see attached Water test results showing:

S-l water sample is listed as having 110 ug/L amounts of DISSOLVED LEAD, 3+ times over the
Not to be exceeded in Aquatic Life Habitats.

S-3 water sample is listed as having 330 ug/L amounts of DISSOLVED LEAD, 10+ times over the
Not to be exceeded in Aquatic Life Habitats.

These are the missing test results from the assessment for Water:

4



Los Altos Rod and Gun Club. Table 1

Water Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in ~tg/L (micrograms/liter)

Map Sample Sample Date Dissolved Detection
Total Lead

Location Number sampled Lead Limit

S-1 51\",1 1/24/2012 160 110 0.2

5-2 S2W 1/24/2012 NO NO 0.2

5-3
I

S3W
I

1/24/2012
I

440
I

330
I

0.2

5-4 S4W 1/24/2012 0.23 NO 0.2

S-5 WI 3/20/2012 9 3.5 0.2

S-6 W2 3/20/2012. 9.3 3.2 0.2

Action Level - Public Drinking Water 15 15

Residential ESL (Environmental Screening
2.5 2.5

Levell
Metal Cone. Not to be exceeded in

30 30
Aquatic life Habitats (Basin Plan)

This is soluble Lead flowing down the San Lorenzo river, leaching into the soil and
, groundwater.

Tt'S time to do the right thing and hold the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club accountable for the
nassive amounts of HAZARDOUS LEAD they have been shooting into Castle Rock State Park for

decades and ENFORCE them to get Hazardous Lead out of our park and watershed. Let's
protect and preserve Castle Rock State Park and our San Lorenzo River Watershed.

Also please see attachments and more photos of the watershed from this link:
https://picasaweb.google.com/1 1 1 614561289205774 712/Log hryWoodsTrai l?authkey=Gv1 sRgCNm4 jYugw

~ Y6IXQ#

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Bronstein
Neighbor of Castle Rock State Park and the gun club
408-307-0786
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Approximate soil and surface water sample locations, One soil and one water sample was collected at each location.
Samples i -4 were collected on January 24, 2012 by EHS staff, Samples 5-6 were collected on March 20, 20 I 2 by EHS staff,
See Table i for sample results.



los Altos Rod and Gun Club. Table 1

Water Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in Ilg/L (micrograms/liter)

Map Sample Sample Date
Total Lead

Dissolved Detection
Location Number Sampled Lead Limit

5-1 S1W 1/24/2012 160 110 0,2

5-2 S2W 1/24/2012 ND ND 0,2

5-3 S3W 1/24/2012 440 330 0.2

5-4 S4W 1/24/2012 0.23 ND 0.2

5-5 W1 3/20/2012 9 3,5 0,2

5-6 W2 3/20/2012 9.3 3,2 0.2

Action Level - Public Drinking Water 15 15

Residential ESL (Environmental Screening
2,5 2.5

Levell
Metal Cone. Not to be exceeded in

30 30
Aquatic Life Habitats (Basin Plan)

Soil Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in mg/kg (milligrams/kilogram)

Map Sample Lab Sample Date
Total Lead

Waste Detection
Location Number Sampled Extraction Test Limit

5-1 sis 1/24/2012 1,800 - 2,0

5-2 525 1/24/2012 7.7 - 2.0

5-3 535 1/24/2012 3,100 - 2,0

5-4 545 1/24/2012 9.8 - 2.0

5-5 51 3/20/2012 290 20 mg/I 2,0

5-6 52 3/20/2012 250 8.6 mg/I 2,0

Residential ESL 200

Hazardous .Waste - TTLC * 1,000

Hazardous Waste - STLC ** 5 mg/I

Notes:

** Total Threshold Limit Concentration for hazardous waste determination

*** Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration for hazardous waste determination

NO = Not Detected



Terry Dorsey

rrom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attchments:

John Leopold

Monday, January 14, 2013 8:40 AM
Terry Dorsey
FW: January 15th Supervisor hearing
CastleRockSP _Rule_and_Reviews,docx

And this as welL. ...

John Leopold
Santa Cruz County Supervisor, i st District
831-454-2200
jo hn.leopo Id@co.santa-cruz.ca. us

From: Gretchen (mailto:gretchen@cruzio.com)
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 9:40 AM

To: John Leopold; Bruce McPherson; Neal Coonert
Subject: RE: January 15th Supervisor hearing

Also, please include additional attachment with reviews of the park regarding gunfire noise pollution.

Thank you!
Gretchen



http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page id=21300

~..
..~

Rules and Regulations Summary
California State Parks has rules and regulations to protect park areas for the enjoyment of future generations as well as for the
convenience and safety of the park visitors, To ensure your visit is a pleasant one, please observe the following:

NATURAL SCENERY. PLANTS AND ANIMAL LIFE are the principal attractions of most state parks, They are integral parts of the
ecosystem and natural community. As such they are protected by Federal, State and Park laws. Disturbance or destruction of these
resources is strictly forbidden,
LOADED FIREARMS AND HUNTING are not allowed in units of the State Parks System, Possession of loaded firearms or air rifles is
prohibited. Exceptions are for hunting in recreation areas that have been designated by the State Park and Recreation Commission.
DEAD AND DOWN WOOD is part of the natural condition, Decayed vegetation forms humus and assists the growth of trees and other
plants, For this reason the gathering of down wood is prohibited, Fuel is sold in the parks for your convenience, (When considered a
hazard, down wood is removed by park personneL.)
FIRES are permitted only in facilities provided for this purpose. This is necessary to prevent disastrous fires. Portable stoves may be
used in designated areas. It is the responsibility of every visitor to use extreme caution with any burning materials, including tobacco. All
fireworks are prohibited,
ANIMALS, including cats, can not be turned loose in park units. All animals, other than grazing animals, must be under immediate,
physical control. Dogs must be on a tended leash no more than 6 feet or confined in an enclosed vehicle, tent or pen. Unless posted to
the contrary, dogs, other than those that assist the permanently disabled, are prohibited on trails, beaches, and wherever posted,
Visitors with vicious, dangerous, noisy, or disturbing animals will be ejected from park units.
NOISE. ENGINE DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATORS which can disturb others, may be operated only between the hours 10:00 a.m,
and 8:00 p.m, Loud disturbing noise is prohibited at all times, and is disturbing those asleep between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
ALL VEHICLE TRAVEL must be confined to designated roads or areas. The speed for all vehicles is 15 miles per hour in camp, picnic,
utility or headquarters areas and areas of general assemblage, Parking is permitted only in designated areas, Blocking parking spaces
is prohibited.
CAMPSITE USE must be paid for in advance, To hold a campsite, it must be reserved or occupied, To prevent encroachment on others
the limits of each campsite may be regulated by the District Superintendent. Checkout time is 12:00 NOON, In order to provide for the
greatest number of visitors possible the CAMPING LIMIT in anyone campground is 30 days per calendar year,
REFUSE, including garbage. cigarettes, paper boxes, bottles, ashes and other rubbish, shall be placed only in designated receptacles,
Your pleasure and pride in your parks will be enhanced when they are kept clean.

LEASE clean up after yourself so that others may enjoy the beauty of these parks

http://www.redwoodhikes.com/Skyline/CastleRock.htm I

The Saratoga Gap Trail offers sweeping views of the Santa Cruz Mountains

Castle Rock is an imensely popular park. Perhaps hal of al visitors to the park are rÇlck clibers,
carg big pads and other equipment, here to clib the large craggy tufa fonnations. The other hal
are hiers here to see the wateifal although in sumer it's only a trckle; and the magncent
panoramc view of the San Lorenzo River Valey from one of the highest spots in the Santa Cru
Mountais, with the fog-shrouded Pacifc Ocean in the distance,

A dj ac ent to Castle Ro ck is the Lo s Alto s Ro d and Gu Club, which has the e sho otig range s that
are open to the public from 9 to 5 evety Thursday though Sunday (9 to 4 in the witer). The nonstop
sound of~s from ths range disrupts the peacefuess of alost al hig trais in the South
Skylie region, as far nort as Russian Ridge OpenSpace Preserve (at Alpine Road, above Palo Alto)

and as far west as Portola Redwoods State Park. The Castle Rock campgrounds are especialy badly
afected durg shootig hours, Surrisingly, though you can't hear the fig range at al from the
Saratoga Gap Trai since it's shielded by a ridge,

Other than the S arato ga Gap Trai Castle Ro ck do e sn't have a whole lot of go 0 d hig; a lot of

people seem to come here just to fid a spot to sit and enjoy the view, Much of the park outside the
Saratoga GaplRdge Trai loop is covered with tanoak-domiated woods that are dr-lookig and not

especialy interestig, What's more, the sound of gue makes it hard to enjoy a wal.

nttp: 1/ www.yelp.com/b i z/ ca st I e-rock -stat e- pa rk -los-gatos? sta rt=40
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Dory 8,
San Francisco, C,A

DDDDD 11/26"2008

Castle Roc~: is one of my favorite places to hike (and yes, I say that about pretty' much every
hike I write about, but it's true), Unlike nearby Big Basin, you won~ see those huge
wateñalls (Castle Rock Falls is usually just a trickle), but you v.¡on~ ~iave to trek 11 miles,
either,

The 5-6 mile loop starts off at the Saratoga Gap TraiL. It's a rolling trail - not too many steep
parts, but you're tìigh enough up to take in some really pretty' vi e'iivs , Take the Ridge Trail
back, Thanks to a s~iooting range nearby 'y'o u 'ii heargrJd shots, 'I'v~iich is kind of annoying-
li~:e hiking t~iroug~i a war zone, There's an overlook ,iust before Goat Rock which is an ideal
lunctì spot.

I\le climbed here several times, too, It's a great place to learn 'with plenty' of easy tOutes,
than~:s to the Swiss cheese-Ii~:e rock, Ttie Bay Area Outdoor Adventure Club frequently
offers lessonS t'iere (sign up on tl-ieir website).

r'Jo dogs allowed,

Was this review,.. ? Useful (3) Funny (1) C,)col (3)

h Bookmark L" Send tco a Friend It, Link to This Review /:i~d O';\rIi~f COfiìtTlf!nt

t 9

022

¡'.yleW.
Redllotood Ctty, C,A

DDDCD 9/2'12007

This is one of my favorite places to go hiking in Uie Bay Area. Castle Rock offers trails for
those who are in good shape, not really for beginners, Tte park has rock climbing, great
panoramic views, sandstone formations, wateñalls and overall just gorgeous scenery, I
really want to tackle the Skyline-to-the-Sea trail that starts at the top of Skyline and drops you
off at the Pacific Ocean J Highway 1 (32 miles total), nie only odd thing, there is a ru J
shooting range about 1 mile away so you do tìear shots being fired from time-to-time, can
be a bit disconcerting when comrnuning Witlì nature, especially towards the end of the day
when they are firing off their last bit of ammo - makes you almost want to hit the ground for
cover!

i have done quite a bit of hiking in the Bay Area and tlìis truly is one of the most gorgeous
places to go,

There is a day fee of $6,

\l\as this review.., ? Useful ,() Funny Cool (2)

i: 8cookrnaik r:,) Send to a Friend 'c- Link to This Review ,Å,dd Olli.lliel i:ommt:n!
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iõslynh,
San Francisco, Cl!.

CODe 7/24/2009

I'm a novice backpacker, and this was the perfect length hike in and out for me. The trails
run a total of 22 miles to the sea, but the distance to tt)e first set of campgrounds (Castle
Rock Camp, or something obvious like that) is a tolerable 3 miles, Being a victim of San
Francisco "summer" fog, I was grateful for the blazing Jul¡i sun on our hike in, although it did
get a tad sweaty for the first day of a camping trip, Luckil¡i, the campgrounds have potable
water for tt)e spoiled backpacker like myself, There were quite a few "sho\o\iers",

rn)e hike, it should be noted, is spectacular and includes various bouts of shaded forest,
dry ridge, mind-boggling rock formations, and breatt1taking views,)

Frog Flats (the second part of the campground) is more remote, private and just generally
sweeter than the initial campsite, and INOrtt) the extra ,2 mile hike downhilL. We arrived on a
VVednesdav in high summer and didn~ see another soul fot over 24 hours, The second
night, anott)er group arrived, but they were perfect neigt',bors and there was still plenty of
privac¡r,

Detracting one point for the incessant RuJjshot sounds ricocheting off the canyon from the
nearb~' Rod & Gun Club (at 9 in the morning? reaIlV?) and the voracious mosquitoes and
flies, But reallv, I'd recommend this camping spot to anyone with confidence, It's relatively
close to the citi, but a world away in terms of IN eat her and scenery.

Was thisreview ..,? Useful (4) funny (1) Cool (1)

¡: B,~okmar\ ::' Send to a Frierid n, Link to This Revielfo :.. JVld vil,..f¡~r i:iljÏlm~nt

http://www.yelp.com/b i z/ ca stle- rock -sta te- pa rk -los-gatos ?sta rt=80
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Lauren B,
San Francisco, eft.

ecce 6/1512009

Ttìis park is great because its so close to tI'le city and you dont need a reservation to camp
there! Woke up on a random Saturday and decided, let's get out of this cold city and go
backpac~:ing for the night. Threw our packs in the car and in a little more than an hour we
were hiking to our campsite, It's a great, easy one nigt1t backpacking trip, Perfectforfirst
timers, It's about 2,7 miles each way and it's a loop, so no retracing your steps, We were at
our site by 313m, set up camp and headed out for some more hiking without the packs. Got
some good use out of the trail map at the packing lot-- its only $2,

There are :3 sections of the campground all first corne first serÝe, Sites 1-6 are in an area
called frogs flat which is a bit more secluded from the main camp but the sites themselves
are exposed to the slW, Less trees, The sites at tbe main camp are nestled in the woods,
We stayed at #17 which is secluded at trie end of the campsite patb, We thought it was
great. #22 and #12 also looked cool. There is running water and a pit toilet at tbe
campground,

Why I took off a star:

One star off for the 99rt club that borders tt1e park. Ma,ior noise pollution, Guns go off all day
and serve as a soundtrack to your sta)i, Oh well, i guess the gun hobbyists have to go
somewhere, i did keep getting visions of bullets zinging past my head tbrough tbe forest.

Also, tbe rangers are a bit anaL. You are required to be at your site by sundown and they
have a list of everýone that registered, They come to check on you at night and tbey act all
suspicious as if they assume you are doing something wrong, It's not the rules that botl1er
me so much as their attitude. Big brother?

Was this review.., ? Useful J1) Funny' (1) Cool

¡;¡ Bookmail r..: Send to a Friend '~Linkto This Revie~" Add i)lt:Jni2r (:omrn~nt

http://www.bahiker.com/southbayhikes/castlerock.htm I

Ths park is popular with rock clibers, and can get busy in war weather, Voices
can far here, and the park also gets an unwelcome dose of noise pollution from the ~
club about 1 mie nort of the park entrance on Skylie Boulevard, I prefer visiti in
witer, when the views to the
west are clear, and the weather

cooL. The gu club is also quieter

in the witer, especialy if we ather
is cold and raiy. Keep in mid
that it can get bone-chiy cold
in ths par of the Santa Cru
Mountais, parcularly in the
heaviy forested area near the
mai park entrance, Temps in the
20s are not uncommon in the

witer months, and neither is
snow, Dress accordiy, and be

carefu on the roads, which can get icy,

http://www.everytrail.com/gu ide/ castle-rock -state-pa rk -loop-sa ratoga-ga p-a nd-ridge-tra ¡Is



Tips: Hiking poles come in handy on this hike,

Trail Camp is popular with local Scout troops, most of whom are returning on Sunday
mornings, The kids are generally well-betiaved, but they can move in large packs,

A Q,YIl club about a mile up the road is most audible on the Ridge Trail-- it's best to hike
this section of the trail last, so your hike does not open to the sound of gunfire,

Watch for poison oak on narrow sections of the traiL.

http://www.everytrail.com/best/h i ki ng -ca st Ie-rock -sta te-pa rk

Castle Rock Loop
by wooac on Jul 28, 2009
Castle Rock, California, United States
Hiking 15.7 miles

.'. """,~

~ ...,. .. ...

Standard Castle Rock Loop but the GPS failed to log for about an hour, It was hot, mid 80's, with less than a dozen
people on the trails, No campers at the Castle Rock Campgrounds but I could hear gm fire and semi-automatic
weapons fire from the Los Gatos Shooting Range next to the campsite,

http://www.everytrail.com/view trip.php ?trip id=1656409

Story
Departing from the Castle Rock State Park parking lot veered left onto the Saratoga Gap Trail which was great. The views
over the forested valley below were shrouded in fog but that burned off along the way, Although the view to Monterey Bay
remained elusive this day, After following Saratoga Gap Trail around to where it meets up with the Ridge Trail' found
myself at Castle Rock Camp which was completely deserted, The 1-5 campgrounds were prett exposed but then as i
wandered down to the 11-17 campgrounds i found them shaded and a perfect spot to sit and have lunch, Camp site #17
in particular was quiet and provided the nice solitude that I enjoy in the woods, Well, if you don~ count the mishots from
the nearby Los Gatos Rod & Gun Club, but I found that an interesting mix into the noise ofthe forest. In the distance'
could tiear some other folks obviously enjoying a bit to eat at a neighboring campground Oust the high peaks of laughter
could be heard), Following the Ridge Trail backto the parking lot became noticeably more crowded, A lot offolks were
headed out to Goat Rock where there were climbers and gawkers, The interpretive center was deserted so that provided
another nice quiet spot for a rest at a couple picnic tables in the shade of some trees,

All in all it was a really nice hike, I'm glad that I was out early since that helped avoid crowds, The parking lot had a line of
cars waiting for spaces when I left around 2:00 PM. I can see how this place would be crowded, especially when the Cub
Scouts or Boy Scouts are out there,

http://www.everytrail.com/g u id el castl e- rock -state-pa rk -100 p-sa ra toga-ga p-a nd - ri dge- tra i Is
Trail Camp is popular with local Scout troops, most of whom are returning on Sunday mornings, The kids are generally well-behaved,
but they can move in large packs,

A gun club about a mile up the road is most audible on the Ridge Trail -- it's best to hike this section of the trail last, so your hike does
not open to the sound of gunfire,
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Peter Littman, Environmental Investigation Services, Inc.
FROM: Charles E. Lambert, McDaniel Lambert, Inc.
DATE: January 4, 2013
RE: Review of Health Risk Assessment Report, Los Altos Rod and Gun Club (LARGC), Los

Gatos, California

McDaniel Lambert Inc., has reviewed the Health Risk Assessment Report (HRA), Los Altos Rod and Gun

Club (LARGC), Los Gatos, California. The LARGC is located at 14750 Skyline Blvd., in Los Gatos, California
adjacent to Castle Rock State Park (the Park). As stated in the HRA, in November of 2011, a complaint
was filed with the California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) which stated that firearm
shooting at the LARGC had resulted in lead and other metals and pollutants being deposited in a local
ephemeral stream. This resulted in inspections of the LARGC and surrounding park by the County of
Santa Cruz Health Services Agency Environmental Health Services (EHS) and subsequent soil and surface
water sampling. The following comments identify methods used in the HRA that may have potential for
significant impact on risk estimates for receptors around the LARGe. Our review of the HRA report
included a document search, and found that the Charles Derby Small Bore Range, a shooting range

located in Santa Cruz County, recently had been investigated and remediated according to Santa Cruz
County mitigation standards. At this similar site, the City of Santa Cruz Parks and Recreation

Department requested that a biotic characterization be completed by biologists to map species in the
vicinity of the gun range.1 When compared to this recent similar cleanup site within the County, the
LARGC site investigations performed to date do not appear to have adequately characterized the site,
evaluated ecological and human health risks, or identified remedial actions. Because of concerns about
the toxicity of lead to young children, clean-up levels usually are less than 1000 mg/kg in areas where
children may be present (Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, California Health and Safety
Code (HSC; 105275 to 105310)).

1.0 Human Health Risk Evaluation

1.1 Conceptual Site Model
As stated in the HRA, the LARGC is adjacent to the Castle Run State Park (the Park) and the primary focus
was evaluating potential incidental contact with impacted soil and sediment by park visitors. Overall,
the CSM section is incomplete and does not support the exposure assumptions with sufficient evidence.
The site characterization typically includes characterizing the lateral and vertical extent of the impacted
media (soil, surface water, and/or groundwater) with a comprehensive sampling investigation. The
source area(s) of the offsite contamination do not appear to have been be adequately investigated.

lhttp://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca .gov / regulators/del iverable _ docu ments/3345960319/Pages%20from%20Biotic%20

Cha racterization%20Report -pa rt%20L. pdf



Pg. 2 - A CsM is 'used to identif potential exposure pathways'

The CSM should capture the relationship between contaminant sources and potential exposure
pathways. The CSM in the HRA does not identify all potential or suspected sources of contamination,
specifically the lead and PAH contaminated source areas on the LARGC property. Also, the CSM
discussion does not identify all the potential exposure pathways, and it is not clear which creek bed
exposure pathways are considered complete (i.e. incidental ingestion, dermal contact, inhalation of dust
in air from soil). All potential exposure pathways for the recreator should be described in this section,
and identified as complete, incomplete, or insignificant.

Pg. 2 - The CsM is limited to the creek bed itself because this is the only offsite medium impacted by the
surface runoff of chemicals of potential concern for the LARGe.

It is not clear why the CSM is limited to exposure to sediment in the creek-bed and does not include
potential exposure to soil along the creek banks, surface water in the creek, or soil in the surrounding
Park area since dust can travel from the creek to hiking trails and camping areas nearby. According to
the Turner/Maclane Storm water Environmental Action Plan, both sediment and surface water have
been impacted by lead: "the analysis of sediment samples indicated the presence of elevated levels of
lead in both sediment and water samples downstream from the lower weir."2 The HRA states that
surface water samples were collected for purposes of this assessment, but the water results are not
presented or discussed in the HRA. Since surface water reportedly is impacted and recreators who
come in contact with the creek bed also will have direct exposure to surface water, exposure pathways
associated with surface water should be evaluated in the HRA.

The other potential exposure medium not discussed in this section is airborne dust that can be
transported from the creek banks and LARGC source areas to the hiking trails and/or campground areas.
There is a lack of data to evaluate windblown dust in the hiking/camping areas where recreators would
have a higher exposure frequency and duration.

Pg. 3 -It is assumed that a child or adult visits the Park and hikes on the trail 12 to 52 days per year. Due
to the dificult access to the creek bed (which is off trail), it is assumed that 25 percent of the time hikers
visit the Park, they travel off-trail into the creek bed area.

A State Park map (Figure 1) of the area shows that the hiking trail crosses the creek at Loghry Woods
Bridge, where one of the sediment samples was collected from the creek bank. The Saratoga Gap Trail

allows recreators from the Castle Rock Trail Camp to access the creek near sample location #11 depicted
on Figure 3 of the HRA. Therefore, it does not appear that the creek is off trail or inaccessible to the
public. Creeks are desirable features for campers and hikers, and it is unreasonable to assume that
hikers would travel in and around the creek area only 25 percent of the time. In the absence of a site
visit, evidence that the creek is enjoyed by recreators is supported by Yelp reviews for Castle Rock TrailCamp3: .

We like to take some of the lower trails around the creeks and mossy paths...
Most of the area is really woodsy with a little creek and waterfall.

2 Turner/Maclane Environmental Consulting, Inc, Stormwater Environmental Action Plan Prepared For: Los Altos Rod & Gun

Club. November, 2012,
3 http://www.yelp.com/biz/ castle-rock-state-pa rk-Ios-gatos
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We follow the signs to Saratoga Gap. Along the way, the trail goes through shaded forest,
bridges, streams, and massive rock formations.

Yelp reviewers comment that this is "one of the best hikes Bay Area has to offer" and the popularity of
this recreational area should be considered when deciding on exposure parameters to ensure protection
of public health. A more reasonable exposure estimate of 30 to 60 days per year would result in
recreational lead screening levels of 931 mg/kg and 469 mg/kg, respectively. These screening levels
would be protective of avid hikers who frequent the park about once per week (60 days), as well as
campers who spend the maximum stay per year of 30 days, as allowed by California State Parks.4 The
site-wide UCL of 1,404 mg/kg exceeds both these screening level estimates.

1.2 Data

The HRA describes the sampling events for surface water and soil samples. Overall, the HRA does not
provide or a summary of these data or a clear rationale for excluding any of this data from the risk
assessment dataset.

Pg. 3 - The soil and sediments offsite in the Park creek area are the focus of the HHRA.

No explanation for excluding the surface water data is provided. Since both soil and sediment samples
are referenced, it would be clearer to the reader if it could be explained that the soil samples were
collected from the creek sidewalls/banks and the sediment samples were collected from the creek
bottom.

Pg. 5 - The carcinogenic PAH concentrations at the worst case location within the Park creek bed are

within Northern California range of concentrations.

The HRA compares the maximum creek-bed concentration of 2.6 mg/kg to the maximum background
concentration of 2.8 mg/kg for Northern California.s This type of single comparison method that
compares maximum concentrations is highly uncertain. A more reliable comparison method would be
to consider the distribution of PAHs at the site, and compare 95 percent UCL estimates in addition to the
observed range of minimum and maximum concentrations.

1.3 Risk Methodology

Site-specific risk-based soil concentrations were derived using predictive modeling of blood lead levels.

Pg. 6 - Models were run assuming that hikers/recreators visited the Park hiking trail 12 days/year, 26
days/year or 52 days/year....lt was conservatively assumed that a hiker would spend approximately 25
percent of the time in the impacted creek bed area and 75 percent of their hiking time on the trail.

The assumption that a hiker would spend 25 percent of the time spent by the creek is not adequately
supported, and a confidence limit or uncertainty discussion of this assumption is not provided. If hikers
spend approximately half of the time by the creek, the screening level is reduced to 1,079 mg/kg and
exceeded by the site-wide UCL estimate.

4 California State Parks, Park Rules, http://www.parks.ca.gov.
5 California Environmental Protection Agency (eal/EPA); Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSCl, 2009. Use of Northern

and Southern California Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) Studies in the Manufactured Gas Plant Site Cleanup Process.
July 1
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Moreover, more data are needed to characterize lead in airborne dust that could settle on the hiking
trails, particularly from the LARGC site itself, where the remaining 75 percent of the recreators time is
assumed to be spent.

2.0 Ecological Evaluation

The results of the screening level review (Appendix B) were based on a search of the California
Department of Fish and Game's database (BIOS) which identified three threatened and endangered

(T&E) species whose habitats overlap or are adjacent to the LARGC: California Red-Legged Frog,

California Tiger Salamander, and Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog. The evaluation concluded that, based on
the home ranges of these species, the presence of lead in the creek would not likely impact these
species.

Pg. 2 - The range of these species is much larger than the gun club and the creek, thereby limiting the
exposure time at these locations, so it is reasonable to conclude that the presence of lead in the creek,
and if conducted, a limited remediation would not likely impact these species.

The specific sizes of the ranges referenced above were not included in the report and no sources were
provided. The following information was identified through a literature search:

California Red-Legged Frog: Some frogs remain at breeding sites while others disperse to areas
within 2-3 km of a breeding site. Sometimes the non-breeding habitat is extremely limited in
size, e.g., a 1-2 m wide thicket along an intermittent creek.6

· California Tiger Salamander: During a 1-4 month tracking interval of adult salamanders, the
average distance traveled away from a breeding pond was 114 meters.7
Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog: Normal home ranges are probably less than 33 feet in the longest
dimension.s

In general, the three T&E species likely to inhabit the Park creek area have high site fidelity and occupy
small home ranges. The explanation for ruling out ecological risk based on home range is not
scientifically sound.

Additionally, the ecological screening level review does not consider potential exposure to the average
concentration of lead in creek soil/sediment. The USEPA has derived ecological soil screening levels
(Eco-SSLs) for lead that are protective of ecological receptors that might have contact with soiL. The Eco-

SSLs are conservative soil concentrations designed to be protective of ecological receptors that
commonly contact and/or consume soil biota, and have been derived for four ecological receptor
groups. The lead Eco-SSLs for plants, soil invertebrates, birds, and mammals are 120 mg/kg, 1,700
mg/kg, 11 mg/kg, and 56 mg/kg, respectively.9 Because the Site soil 95% UCL concentration for lead

(1,400 mg/kg) exceeds the Eco-SSL for three of the four trophic levels, further evaluation of this COPEC
is recommended.

6 AmphibiaWeb: Information on amphibian biology and conservation, 2012, Berkeley, California: AmphibiaWeb.

Available: http://amphibiaweb,org/' (Accessed: Dec 7, 2012).
7 AmphibiaWeb: Information on amphibian biology and conservation. 2012, Berkeley, California: AmphibiaWeb,

Available: http://amphibiaweb.org/. (Accessed: Dec 7,2012),
8 Morey, S, 2000, Foothil Yellow-Legged Frog, California Wildlife Habitat Relationships System, California Department of Fish

and Game, California Interagency Wildlife Task Group,
9 U,S, Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 2005, Ecological Soil Screening Levels for Lead, OSWER Directive 9285.7-70.
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3.0 Conclusions

McDaniel Lambert Inc., has reviewed the Health Risk Assessment Report (HRA), Los Altos Rod and Gun
Club (LARGC), Los Gatos, California. When compared to similar sites within the County, the LARGC site
investigations performed to date do not appear to have adequately characterized the site, evaluated
ecological and human health risks, or identified remedial actions.

Overall, the exposure' assumptions in the human health risk assessment are not supported with
sufficient evidence. The CSM is not presented in sufficient detail and does not identify all possible
sources or exposure pathways or justify the exclusion of certain media and/or pathways. It is
recommended that a more reasonable exposure assumption for this area would be 30 to 60 days spent
hiking in the Park (equivalent to lead screening levels of 931 mg/kg and 469 mg/kg, respectively).

Further, the ecological screening level review section of the HRA does not provide complete justification
to rule out risks to ecological receptors in the offsite Park creek area. It is recommended that a
Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment (SLERA) be completed according to EPA's Ecological Risk
Assessment Guidance.lOoll As part of the SLERA, a biological resources assessment should describe the
environmental setting, including habitat types, observed species, and species likely to be present
including, but not limited to, any threatened and endangered species. This would be similar to what the
City of Santa Cruz has requested for similar sites. Since surface water reportedly is impacted and
recreators and ecological receptors that come in contact with the creek bed also would have direct
exposure to surface water, exposure pathways associated with surface water should be evaluated in
both the HRA and SLERA.

10 U,S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 1997, Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund: Process for

Designing and Conducting Ecological Risk Assessment. Interim Final, EPA-S40/R-97/006.
11 U,S, Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 1998, Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment. Risk Assessment Forum,

Washington, DC. Final, EPA/630/R-95/002F,
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Alicia Murilo

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cbdbosmail@co.santa-cruz.ca.us
Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:55 AM
CBO BOSMAIL
Agenda Comments

Meeting Date: 1115/2013 Item Number: 44

Name: Stuart Langdoc Email: stulangdoc@verizon.net

Address: 17680 Bruce Ave.

Monte Sereno, CA 95030
Phone: 408-395- 1167

Comments:
Item 44 1/14/13

The shooting noise created by current Los Altos Rod and Gun Club operations is out of character with the
solitude and beauty of Castle Rock State Park. Most park visitors that I have encountered in the park who are
subjected to it, volunteer a complaint about the Club's shooting noise. Based on many visitor encounters on
Castle Rock State Park trails over many years it ap pears that most of the park's visitors would very much like to
have shooting noise substantially reduced or stopped.

Stuart Langdoc
Long term Castle Rock State Park volunteer
17680 Bruce Ave.
?Monte Sereno, CA 95030?408-395-1 167

stulangdoc(â)verizon.net
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